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Ahstract 

A system of information-handlln~ for use 1n an IJtfice or by a Community 
of knowledge-workers, uSing computer-based toolS, is under ~esiqn at the 
AUgmentation Research Center. Support tram ONR dUrinq the period Aprll 
15 to December 31, 1973, was directed toward stUdy of the toolS as 
currently used at AkC and on tne AHPA Network, to determine their 
fedsibility for early transfer to another Office, and to produce 
proce~ural tools to facilitate use of tne system in an Office. 

The components of the information-handling sYstem that were examinpd 
were: the Online Journal System, the Ident System,· Us~r Proqrams, 
Personal Files, and Retrieval Provisions. 

Procedures were designed for capturinq, storinq and retrievinq research 
information in an Office, and a manual was written oiving procedures for 
computer-based operations and contrastina them with procedures for 
non-computer-based oper~tlons for the same activities. 

other procedural tools were desiqned ~nd are included in the report: a 
design for an online correspondence loq syste~, a scenario tor rrorlucinq 
SUbject bibliographies, and a scenario for usinq the ~etwork Journal. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A small computer-augmented system is beinq developed 1n the 
Auqmentation Research Center at SRI, based on online, timesharinq 
components, to provide research workers with a means for handlinG 
information. The set of techniques developed for this use has heen 
termed the Research Information System (RINS). la 

The computer-based tools on which the Research Information System is 
built are being developed at the Augmentation Research Center (ARC) 
of Stanford Research Institute in a lonq-ranqe program supported by 
several sponSors. With this mUltiple support, ARC has developed 
hardware and software by which information in text form can be inpdt, 
edited, analyzed, recorded, disseminated, and retrieved by 
individuals and groups workinq in geooraphieally-distrlhuted 
situations. tb 

Support from UNR is directed toward study of means of 1ncorporatinQ 
the tools into the handling of res~areh information by knowledge 
workers, in the Knowlerlge Workshop concept (14724,), pursuing their 
work as. a Group and as members of information-handling Communities. 
Through study of t~e needs of knowledge worKers and of the extent to 
which the experimental tools meet these needs, the further 
development dt these tools Is given direction. 1e 

This report documents some of the study carried on to examine the use 
of these tools In the Workshop environment at ARC, where these tools 
are uSed in the Group and in a Network Community, and to examine tne 
SUitability of these tools for transfer to other Uffices WhiCh 
function as Workshops. The examination tends to search out the 
weaknesses and the features that may need improvement, to 
counterbalance the oeneral enthusiasm for the unquestioned potential 
of these tools wittl d hard look at problems which the user faces at 
the prP.sent stnoe of development. 

1 
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SUMMARY 8F RINS ACTIVITY 

During the current period, April 15 to December 31, 1973, various 
analyses and module desiqns were completed. fhp SUbjects chosen were 
selected for their apparent relevance at this point in the onqoinq 

2 

development of a Research Inform~tion system. 2a 

The main objectives of the project work remained the same as thbse 
stated at the outset of the project: 2b 

(1) Develop an operatio~al information svste~ specifically to 
support the nee~s of a computer-systems research and ~evelopment 
COrrtmUnlty. 

(2) Provide as much computer auqmentation as possible to all 
phases of the operation of such a system -- with a practical 
orientation toward learninQhow users will get maximum cost 
eftectiveness in these research-information functions within the 
systems development environment of several ye~rs hence. 

(3) Stimulate the building of technical intormation data bases of 
intrinsic value to the systems develop~ent community, hy le~dlnq 
other people into cooperative use of these ONR-supported tools and 
services, with the ultimate objective of havinq the other people 
pay part of the costs ann. share the data bases they develop with a 

2bl 

2b2 

larger com~unity. 2b3 

DUring the contract period, development of the ARC lJtility raised the 
possibility of an imminent introduction of the tools to an outside 
group (See footnote), an "Office" in the Knowledqe Workshop concept 
(14724,). To acc~lerate preparation for such an introduction, 
emphasis of the UNH worK was placed on study of the RINS tOOls as 
currently used and of means tor transfer of ores~nt tpchnology to 
such an Office. Plans for transter resulted in a proposal for 1974 
work SUbmitted to ONR 1n November (19938,). F~mphasis of work dUrinq 
the period changed somewnat from design tor an indefinite future to 
study of the suitability of present tools tor an early transfer, 
particularly of aspects .wnich could be improved to make transfer most 
satisfactory. The choice of aspects to be stu1ied and the 
conclusions drawn are the author'S and are not to be considered as 
representing ARC or ARPANET consensus. 

[Since this report was prepared, Offices 1n the f~llowinq have hecome 
users of the Utility: Naval Ship Research and Development Center, 
Rome Air DeveloP~ent Center, ARPA, Ballistics Research LabS, Bell 
Canada, HUdsori Instltute, MIl Seismic program, and Educational 

2c 

Testing Services.] 2d 

2 
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Two approaches were taken to the design of an information system to 
be implemented 1n the near future for an Office of knowledqe workers. 2e 

1. A dUal system WaS designed for handling research information: 
it included a desiQn tor handling information In a 
non-computer-based mode, and a d~s1qn based on computer use where 
feasible. This report contains a juxtaposition of the steps in 
the two mOdes, with some comments on the results and on thP merits 
of each. 2el 

II. A series Of crltiQues were made of ARC co~puter-based tools 
as currently used by ARC and by the ARPA Network Community. 2e2 

The design builds on the April 1973 examination of the various 
information-handling needs of a group of knowledqe workers (16737,) 
that appeared in thp previous reoort on this project (16508,). Th~ 

dual system was designed In the form ot a set of pol1cies and 
procedures coverinq many of the information-handlina activities 
presumed to be essential to an Office. The activities covered were: 2f 

Information Contained In £xternal Publications 

Information Generated by the Individual in His t~ 0 r)( 

Intormati.on Generated by Ulaloglle in the Qffic~ 

Information Isslleri in Formal Office Reports 

Information Communicated bY Correspondence 

Information Communicated by Phone 

Information Gathered from ViSits and Visitors 

Information COllected hy the IndiVidual for Personal USe 

The other phase of the project work was ~ series of critiques of 
tools useful to RINS as they have been experimentallY implemented in 
the ARC environment. The onqoing evolutionary nature of the tools 
makes any assessment of their successes and drawhacKs a reflection of 
a temporary state. However, assuming the possibility of an imminent 
export of these tools, it seemed there would be value in examining 
their recent use tor any implications this use would have for further 
development. 2q 

The·RINS design considerations stUdy referred to above (16737,) 
looked at tMe handling of research information as a conceptual system 
whose components are collection, capture, processinq for 

3 
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dissemination, means of dissemlnatton, processinq tor retrieval, and 
means Of retrieval. The efforts reported here View information 
handling trom a diff~re~t perspective. Various tools used for one or 
a combination of the conceptual components are placed In primary 
tocus, and experience with them is reported. Then for each tool ~ 
set of conclusions is derived as to the ~ays in which and deqrep. to 
which it meets the needs it was designed to ~eet, and suqaestions for 
improvement are made where applicaole. 2h 

The computer-based tools which are examined are: 2i 

The Journal System 

The ldent System 

User Proqrams 

Personal Files 

Petrleval provisions 

Each of t~ese tools Is the subject of ~ separate section in this 
report. 2j 

One area of information handling h~d not been addressed before, the 
handling of correspondence. A desiqn tor handlinq correspondence in 
the Office is included as Appendix B. 2k 

A scenario was prepared for constructinq bibliograPhies, as an 
alternative to making annctated cataloqs of citations for documents, 
and this scenario (17884,) is included as Appendix C. 21 

A scenario was prepared to aid the user in use of the Network 
Journal, and this scenario (22383,) 1s included as Appendix D. 2m 

It 1s important to note that the tools examined represent the 
then-current state of parts of a whole Knowledge workshop system that 
1s under constant evolution. The comparisons that are made, 
advantages and disadvantages that Rre brouqht out, and the 
conclusions reached, are important contributions to an emergent 
discipline, the design and analysis of augmented Knowledge WorKshops: 
but many of the specific points wi-ll soon be Obsolete as evaluative 
measures. New assessments will need to be made as the tools and 
system evolve. 2n 

4 
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It should also be noteri that no methodology had been developed fer 
studYing these kinds Of systems. The analYSeS made here are 
numerically accurate, and the data are representative of the periods 
studied, but the ~election of aspects to be studied was based on 
intuition rather than scientifically established principles. There 
is a clear neerl for rese~rch in the means by which use of 
computer-augmented co~munication tools should be studied, and for 
continuing analyses hased on this research. A prime consideration 
should be the dynamic nature of the ohenomena beinq studied: the 
evolution of the tools, and the concurrent changes in user beh~vior. 

20 
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INTRODUCTION 3a 

The prOduct ot the knowl~dqe worker is more knowledqe, anrl the aim 
of the workshop 1s to maximize the Quality and quantity Of the 
product. In manufacturing operations tor m"st products it is 
possible to achieve efficiency of production by measuring input 
and output of materials and assurin1 that w~5te i5 kept to a 
minimum. In the production of knowledge, the principal raw 
material 1s information. Measurement of the raw mat~ridl is 
inexact and the means of moving and processing it are loose, and 
it can be assumed that much Is wasted. 3al 

To increase th~ amount and availability of information to be used 
in the production process, methods must be devised to capture it 
and to contain it where it can be drawn upon. Sources must be 
recognized and tapped, and the material acquired must be stored 
for timely and easy retrieval. 3a2 

ThiS section 11scusses the means tor capturing, contalnlna and 
retrieVing the raw material of knOWledge from several sources. 
The sources are: 3a3 

Information Contained In External PUblications 
Information Generated by the Individual In His Work 
Information Generated by Dialogue in tne Office 
Information ISSUed in Formal Office Reports 
Information Communicated by Correspondence 
Information Communicated by Phone 
Information Gathered fro~ Visits and Visitors 
Information Collected by the In~lvidual for Personal Use 

For each toplc of ttlis report, a set of proc~dllres for handlino 
this information without the computer was designed and then a set 
of procedures ty which augmenting tools could be used to handle it 
was outlined, the outline belnq structured to allow a comoarison 
of the two. 3a4 

Comparison was made en the oasis ot processes to be carried out, 
and on the rl1tferences 1n results to be expected under the best 
procedures now ev1dent. For the computerbased operations, the 
processes were annotate~ with references ~nd links to instruction 
manuals and other baCkground material, so that the process 
description could serve as a procedure manual. This procedure 
ma~ual appears as Appendix A ot this report. 3aS 

One important fact should be emphasized here. New tools not only 
make it possible to perf~rm old taSKS ~ore efficiently, but as the 

7 
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CAPTURING, SlUPING, ANDRETRl~VlNG RESEARCH INFORMATION 

user gains experience, new uses and new methods are perceived, and 
the toolS affect the nature of the taSkS themselves. 3a6 

The availability of online text-handllnQ and t~xt-communicatlon 
tools has opened new possibilities in the ways the worker can use 
information. It is possible to foresee onlY a portion of the 
evolution which will take place tn the handlinq of research 
information as new tools become familiar to the users, In the 
procedures described here it will be evident that some proc~sses 
have already changed 1n nature so that co~parlson of old and n~w 
methods is difficult. Some old adVantages or products may be lost 
temporarily In the chanoes which orinq new advantaaes or oroducts. 
This fact is not an arQument for continuing old methods, but such 
losses should be noted so that they can be compensated for as the 
new systems ~volve. On the other hand, the advantaoes of new 
tools are not as evid~nt as the losses,' because only as the worker 
gains eXperience with the whol~ of a new system, can he perceive 
its further p~tential and improve the tools to realize their full 
power. 

SOUPCE:S 

Information Contained In ~xternal Publications 

The diftlcultl~s encountered in the receipt, announcement, 
circulation, indeXing, and recovery of Dooks, perlodlc~ls and 
reports wn1ch are of interest to an Office ar~ too well-known 
to need reiteration. Even a small Office whictl lacks a formal 
librarY finds that control of such materials is necessary and 
Is hard to accompliSh. 

In Appendix A, detailed procedures for setting up workable 
controls are desianed, for both manual and machine systens. 
Comparison of the steps in each shows that the use of 
computer-based tools for handling this information Changes the 
actual work perfor~ed, but often substitutes one tim"e-consuminq 
task for another. The degree of importance of such information 
to an Office will be a guide as to the amount of effort and the 
type of task which will fill its needs, 

Information Generated by the Individual in His Work 

WorKers vary in their capaCity for recording and transmitting 
the results of work in progress, Some are facilitated in their 
thinking by the process of formul~tlnq their thoughts for a 
record. Others feel diverted from productive activity when 
they must document their results. Some are publjcation-minded 
and publish and distribute even informal documents of their 
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work. Others, while not secretive, will not think to ao so in 
the absencP of a formal policy or v~hicle to accomPlish thiS. 

Tools which maxi~ize tne return from etfort, by reducing the 
labor of transcr1bina and of editing, by creatina a clean 
record to file, by making dissemination a normal procedure, or 
by provldloq a filing system wnich aids in retrieval, will tend 
to improve the quality and quantity of the recor~ ot individual 
contributions to knowledqe. 

Information Generated by Dialogue in the Office 

The total effort of groups or teams is facilitated by awareness 
of their colleagues' advances, and hy building on each others' 
ideas. In an Office much such infor~ation 1~ transmitted 
orally, 

Somt1mes a fert1le SUbject is pursuerl tor a time and then 
pushed aside by more immediate goals, when the SUbject Comes 
up again, a laroe amount of rethinkinq occurs which could oe 
bypassed by a record of previous discussions. Capture, 
dissemination and retrieval of the cooperative thlnkina 1n an 
Office are desirable, both to stimulate current efforts end to 
eliminate redundant work, Application ot computer-based tools 
to auqment such communication appears to allow dialogue to be 
carried on in a mediu~ Which simultaneously transmIts, records, 
and provides for retrieval. 

Information Issued In formal Office Reports 

ReqUirements tor formal reports vary in different Uffices, and 
where reDorting is done infrequentlY, the substance of each 
report may be In everyone's mind tor a year or two at least. 
However, in many Uffices it Is the practice to issue reports 
each month, or on the completion of a short Investig~tlon or 
project, and the contents of these is less wpll remembered, as 
occurs after a period of time for ev~n a small report output. 

The preparation ot formal reports to sponsors or customers or 
colleagues requires publication effort as well as the 
consumption of a considerable a~ount of creative effort by the 
Workers. These efforts often seem to be diversions from the 
princ1pal thrust of Office project~, Means of shortenina the 
time and effort necessary by tools that aId the worker in the 
creation of the text, and means of auqmenting the pUblication 
and distribution of the intellectual product are to be sought. 

9 
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Information Communicated by Correspondence 

Correspondence provides a fruittul source for information which 
is pertinent 1n sUbject and timely 1n content. The deqree to 
which the work of ~n Office 1s inteqraterl with the work of 
other Offices or Communities and the nature of ths inteQratlon 
affect the relative importance of correspondence as an 
information source and determine the appropriate efforts to he 
made for its control by indexing, storage enn retrieval. 
Conventl~nallY, correspondence files are kept tn chronoloaical 
order either according to the sender's name, wnen a continuing 
dialogue is carried on, or qrouped hY sUbject of the 
corresponrlence when letters in relation to a particular topic 
are received from numerous sources. Anpendlx B deals ~t lenqth 
with pOints to be considered in controllinq correspondence. 
The altprnative procedures for offline and online 
correspondence systems are set forth in the Manual 1n Appenrtix 
A. 

Information Communicated bY Phone 

Phone communication olays a large part in interoftice 
i~formation transfer but provision Is seldom made for its 
recording. Conversation t~nd5 to be informal, redUndant, and 
even inconsequential. Wher~ records ar~ kept, these may be in 
the form of a chronological log, sometimes with notes on the 
topics aealt with ahd the recorder's impressions of any points 
made or agreements reached. When appropriate, correspondence 
about aqreements may be qenerated. 

The arowlng trend toward audln recording of phone calls may be 
actin~ to decrease the intimacy in wh~t has been a 
characteristicallY direct means of interpersonal and 
interoffice communication. Phone communication may be 
increasingly inhibited by the knowledge ttlat a record may be 
beinq creatPd~ ~ven ~ore inhibiting would seem to be the 
possibility that the record can be manipulated to distort the 
intention of a communicator. rhe particular need 1n capturing 
the information from phone contacts is th~ capability for 
verification of the record. It seems ~esirable that the 
interactive nature of the communication itself be accompanied 
by the capability tor creation of a real-time interactive 
record Which can be priVate and also permanent. The concurrent 
use of phone and Shared online terminal facilities by which a 
record can be created, agreed upon, recorded and protected 
offers an attractive potential. 
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InformAtion Gathered from Visits anrl Visitors 

The purpose of personal vists between Offices is usually to 
gather or dissemin~te information about the activities of 
either Uftice for the benefit of the other. To m~et this 
purpose it 15 important that the infor~ation transferred he 
mad~ available to other people in the respective Offices. 
Sometimes a meetlnq is held for formal verbal transfer. Jt Is 
common practice to prepare a trip report or visitor memo to 
record information transferred. These may be long cir bri~f, 
and are often regarded as a formality, rather than as an 
information transter tool. Trip reports particularly may 
suffer trom delay in preparation. In general, the process of 
transfer of such information and the deposit of it are likely 
to be haphazard. 

A practice of cre~t1ng immediate, online records, whiCh can be 
diSCUssed with the Visitor or Office Visited, dnd disseminated 
~lscriminately but immediately, with the provision for 
retrieval by online search, offers possibilities which can be 
explored. 

Information Collected bY the IndividUal for Personal USe 

Such information will be received from the sa~e sources as 
those discussed in the precedina cateqories. The distinction 
is in the use intended. These flIes are those which an 
individual creates without considerations ~bout communlcatior 
to others. They may contain such items as appointment notes, 
random thoughts, links to documents he intends to read, ann 
actions he intends to take. When these tiles are created 1n a 
computer-augmented system, the whol~ may resemble a combination 
of the user~s desk file drawer, bulletin board and calendar 
pad. An important difference 1s that at present the system CRn 
store onlY text, and only text which has been key input, so 
that such fIles are likely to oe less comprehensive than 
offline files and to consist largely of leads to oth~r files, 
many of which may be accessible directly through online links. 

The potential of computer-augmented personal files has only 
begun to be explored, and by only a few Individuals. However, 
it Is a prime use for which the system was envisioned. 
Individual thinking patterns and proclivities, and the freedom 
from proto~ol requirements, will make this one of the most 
creatiVe us~s of the system. 
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CON C II U S ION S 

General 

These conclusions are drawn from qeneral information-handling 
experience, that of the author and that ot others as reported 
in the extensive literature available, and from the results of 
using tne procedures as developed In the Manual. (Appendix Al. 
The Manual is placed In an Appendix for convenience, but a 
car~ful readlnq of toe alternatlv~ procedures 1s important to 
an understanding ot the author's conclusions t"I~re. 

Use of computer-based tools for capturinq, storing and 
retrievina research information has evident advantages for a 
Worker who is accustomed to receivinq and sendln~ information 
online and wishes to tie as many of his tasks into his o~llne 
mode as possible. 

There is no assurance that any saving in total effort involved 
in information capture, storage and retripval in one Office 
will result from use of computer-based tools to handle 
information gathered by the Knowledge ~orker. Thpre are 
tradeoffs in human' and macnine pffort, and when the system as 
designed does not work optimally, as w~en ~ach1np speed or 
capacity is less than planned, or machine features require new 
and unanticipated effort, total effort m~y be increase1 or 
result impaired. Use of the m~chine me~ns depe~dence on the 
machine also. 

It can be preSumed that if other Offices can USe the products 
(data bases) produced by an Office, that savings 1n effort will 
result. The extent of re-use of machine-disseminated and 
machine-stored dialogue needs to be studied, before 
cost-oenefits can be established. 

Because the possession of new tools chanqes the nature of the 
tasks to which they are applic~ble, it is important to look tor 
benefits derived from performance of tasks in new ways, and 
from new tasks 'hich were not attempted heretofore because 
tools were not adequate. 

A communication system has henetlts tor inter-Office 
commun1cation which are not evidenced in a local situation. 
AnalogouslY; a telephone system lnstallert tor d sinqle ()ffice 
miqht not improve communication in th~t Uffice, but may 
faci11tate communication with other Oftices. 
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Increased communication traffic may accompany use ot 
computer-baserl toolS, but before defining the increase in 
traffic as an equivalent increase in communication and before 
ascribinq the increase to the use of particular tools, the full 
communication framework In the Uffice would need to be 
examined. 

Increased communication traffic may have a large noise 
component, 8"d may not represent a tru~ gain in communIcated 
information. The processes of computer-based information 
transfer need to be studied under controlled conditions and 
compared with the results achieved by use of face-to-face 
dialogue tor ephemeral messages, and of typewriters and 
photocopiers and hardcoPY tiles for distribution and retrieval 
of substantive material. 

Many of the 11mitlnq factors in llsefulness of qathered 
information are machine-independent, and result trom the 
application of semantic and biblloaraphlc efforts not yet 
demonstrably improved by machines. 

Information Gathered fro~ External Publications 

NO adVantage 1s seen for a smAll Office to put online its 
records ot the acqUisition or SUbSeqUent storaqe or cirCUlation 
of external documents. The small number of records, the 
storage and access provisions necessary, and the laCk of any 
secondary use of these records pose no need tor cnline records, 
and th~ offline procedures are clearly easlpr. 

Online Citations to ext~rnal documents are advantageous for 
remot~ retrieval if continual updat1nQ 1s practiced: to keep 
offline records as current as it is possible to maintain online 
records would be eXCeedingly costly In effort and materials. 
The d~ciding factor in value of online catalogs is the extent 
of use of these citations by remote Offices. The online 
catalog of the NIC (ARPA Network Informatinn Center) never 
developed to a state where its format, content or currency made 
it very useful. A time, cost, and use study could be made to 
establish the value of an online catalog 1" an Office. for the 
NIC, an ad hoc, intuitive decision was that it was not an 
i~portant use of resources. 

The national. efforts now under way to provide l~proved public 
access to large federal bibliographic data bases m~y eventually 
maKP it possible tor· any Office to copy prepared citations from 
these bases and would then eliminate some of both offline and 
online work In the utfice as described here. A new area of 
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work in retrlevinq and maniPUlatinq the citations wou!rl 
develop. 

Information Generated by the Individual in His work 

for the Indlvidu~l whO has a terminal readily availabl~, the 
recordinq of his thinking on a subject or problem may oe 
facilitated by input of his thoughts In a ftle he can ~ccess, 
modify, build nn, and print out clearly with or without the aid 
of a secretary. 

It has been observed that an individual's thinKinq proc~ss is 
often stImulated when he is shown the clean text being produced 
and experiences the ease with which it can be moditied. 

The Worker can have a file archived when his present use of it 
is ended or suspended, and by keeping an online description of 
such files, can have one retrieved fro~ arctlive if or when he 
wants it back. 

Upon completion of an analYSiS or stUdY, the Worker can SUbmit 
his file to the Journal, which serves not orlY to annOUnce his 
efforts to his co-Workers, but to document his contrlblltion. 
In many Offices, no offline means of capturinq this work is 
prOVided, althou~h it could be. 

Information Generat~d by Dialoque In the Office 

Having cre~ted an orline draft, the In1ividual can send a 
message to a co-Worker telling the location of the file and 
asklnq for comments. By making a copy of the tile, the 
co-Worker can insert comments, additions, or corrections, and 
let the author knoW Where the copy is, to read or recopy. ThiS 
can occur offline, ot course, but the practice of this activity 
may be encouraged by the online Journal. 

The practice of creati~g and distributin~ opinions, and 
requests tor opinions, on a topic ~t interest is encouraae~ bY 
the online Journal. Any matter of Office interest has been 
found to be discussed 1n Journal dialogue, to an extent Which 
Is unlikely hy any other written means. 

From the Journal it is POSSible to reconstruct thP tnlnk1ng 
t~at went on While an issue was belnq reSolved or a desiqn 
deciSion made. 
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Information Issued in formal Uffice Reports 

Online input provides speed and flexib1lity in preparation of 
reports which are not possible with simple pencil and 
typewriter methods. It nas an advantage even over maq tape 
typing in quicKer feedback. Whether the deferred input method 
desiged at ARC, called DEX, has advantages over all mag tape 
systems is not Known. 

The convenience with which major changes Cdn be made in text 
and format 15 an aid in producing consistent, attractive report 
products. Use of COM (Computer Output Microfilm) for final 
output to print-ready film allows a great variety in typeface 
and format. One balancing factor at tne present time is the 
experience needed to produce an acceptahle product in COM: an 
inexperienced user can spend a great deal of time and money 
experimenting before the result 1s satisfactory. It can be 
assumed that any Office using co~ will need at least one 
consultant knowledqeable 1n typographic design and proficient 
in usp of the outout devices. 

Information Communicated by Correspondence 

In an onlinp environment, in which the recipient is reading his 
mail online, it is clearly an advantaqe for him to b~ able to 
make notes in the 5ame mertlum. The use of Citation numbers and 
links end~les hl~ to connect his notes with the oriqinals, and 
to send an ori?inal, his notes, or an answer immediately to 
others online. 

A carefully worked out system 15 required to duplicate the 
record-kppplng capability of offline oriqlnals, on which notes 
can be made, and copies filed in as many contexts as desired. 

Intormation Communicated by Phone 

USlnQ a headPhone, the listener can make online notes ~ur1nq 
the conversation as easilY as he coUld ~rlte them, and they are 
in a reusahle form. If the other party is also online, by 
llnkinq terminals the listener can show the nntes to the other 
party tor mut~al agreement. 

As a habit, the taking of notes as phone conversations occur 
would tend to result in more records, and more accurate 
recording. 

An onlin~ loq, standardizing online recordS, presents the Same 
challenge in desiqn as a corresPonence log. 
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Information Gath~red from ViSits and Visitors 

Making notes online has the great advant~q~ of qettinq instant 
verification ot notes, if the visitor can see the terminal. It 
can facl11tat~ the personal dialOgUe: it the visitor fincts that 
a pOint is not noted, he can give more information to fill out 
the topic. 

Taping a Visit will make a more complete, and possiblY less 
intrusive, record and can be used in conjunction with online 
note-taking when the topics are complex anrl detailed. Tapes 
can be transcribed and input ~s cart of the document, or as 
separate linked documents. This is a fairly expensive process. 

The online record of tne visit need not be made durinq the 
visitor~s stay, and c~n be made online by the nerson visited, 
or m~y he ~ictated and transcribed online or In DEX later. 

The online loa, which 15 i~dependent of the method of inPut, 
has the advantages ot being ~ccessthle by some or all of the 
others In the Uffice, and of beina retrievable by the same 
mpans as are other online indexes. 

Information collected by the Individual for Personal Use 

The principal drawbacks to the keepinq of personal tiles ~f 

references that serve to organize records and to aid in 
locatina the~ for individual use are the same for offline an1 
online systems. Either me3ns will only be as good as the 
design tor the record-keeping, and most individuals don't have 
the eXpertise or the patience to s~t UP ~nd maintain workahle 
record·keepinq systems. 

The added limitations currently Impose1 on storaae size and 
proaram speed mean tne user is sometimes reluctant to deppnd on 
online files for keys to hIs person~l Inform~tion. 'when these 
limitations arp not present, the online collpction Of oprsonal 
references will cl@8rly serve the purposes of t~e user WhO 
works hahitually 1n the online mode. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Journal system Is the basic tool that supports the dialoque seen 
to be necessary to a discipline- or mission-oriented Office or 
Community. Since its inauguration by ARC in June 1971 it has been 
enormously successful In stimulating and recordinq dialoque between 
members of the Office group that constitutes ARC and b~tween members 

4a 

4al 

of the Cnrrmunity qroup represented by the ARPA Network'. 4ala 

Ret: "J 0 urn a 1 u s p r G u ide (u s e r q 11 ide s , j 0 urn a 1 - 9 u ide, ) 

Capabilities provided in the ARC Journal Desiqn dre: 

nnl1ne dlalonue between individuals, includlnQ those 
qeographically separate. 

Recording of the dialogue by serial numbers to allow unique 
reference. 

Online and oftline retrievability of text of past dialogue. 
Online and offline sUbject and author retrlevabillty. 
Creation of networks of documents con~ected by online links. 

4alb 

For the RINS .pro1ect, analyseS Were made ot the experimental USe of 
the Journal by the ARC Office and by the ARPANET Community. These 
an~lyses dO not dO justice to the future use of the Journal, in that 
they do not indicate the eventual potential of the Journal syst~m In 
~n Office or community ot experiehced users who take full advantage 
of the features. These studies were made to reflect the actual us~ge 
during a period of experimentation, and as such indicate some results 
to be expected in technology transfer to new Offices. They record 
interim problems encountered and point to possible solutions which 
can be considered as the system Is evolved. An outline of the 
sections of the critique is as follows: 4atc 

4a2. How the Journal Serves an Office and a Community 

4a3. Analysis Of the Present ARC Journal as Used by ARC 

This data represents use by an Office of experienced Workers, 
who use many of the present Journal capabilities regularly. 

4a4. Analysis of the Present Journal System as Uspd bY tne 
ARFANlT Community 

This data represents use by d Community of users, many of whom 
have received some training in the t@chniques but who varY 
greatlY in their experience and expertise. 
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4a5. A Critical Look at the Journal Delivery Announcement 

The format ot' tne announcement which tne Journal delivers to 
addrpssees 15 consldere~. 

4a6. A Critical LOOK at Hardcopy output Provisions 

Unline reading and reterence to the Journal 1s the preferred 
mode for the Office, but because ot present constraints on size 
of online storage, and because of the certainty that for a lonq 
time 1n the future it will be impossible to communicate online 
with the entire outside world, hardcOpy printout Is not only 
usetul hut necessary. The forms in which this 15 currently 
available were examined. 

4a7. AnalYsis of the Output of Subject Indexing Programs 

Because the sUccess of retrieval bY SUbject depends on the 
input as ~uch it not more than on the indexinq process, this 
aspect was analyzed here. 

4a8. MOdifications Deemed to be Desirable 

from the analyses and critical examinations, a list of 
suqaested modifications 15 aiven. 

4a9. Recommendation for Use 1n d Workshop 8ffice 

ThiS Sllml'\1arv discusses the imPlE'mentation of the Journal as a 
tool 1n a new environment. 
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HOW THE JOU.RNAL SE:RVl<S AN OfFICE AND A COMMtTNITt 

with the growth of online networKco~munlcatlon, various mail syste~s 
have been designed by which ~essaqes can be sent between workers ftt 
the same or separate Oftices. The most widely used mail system is 
SNDMSG, w~lch quickly transmits messaaes to individuals recoqnized as 
users ~t their particular installation. while such mail systems are 
useful tor transitory dlaloQue they lack universality and the 
capability for reference and retrieval by specific item. The Journal 
system at ARC was designed to satisfy th~ range of needs perceived 
tor support of continuing dialogue. ~ithin ARC, as a prototype 
Office, it Is used in the online system NLS. In a Community, such as 
the AkPANET, it is used 1n tne ARC online system, NLS, and In other 
systems through the Network. The N~twork Journal allows input by 
SNDMSG or other local mail system, and augments these with the 
special features for dissemination, reference, and retrieval which 
the Journal provides. Thp Network Journal was not In general use 

4a2 

until after this study was ~dde, and its use is not reported here. 4a2a. 

It the Journal provided no more than a running record of work and 
dialogu~ concerning the work, it would be an extremely useful tool. 
The capability of capturing and arChiving a substantial portion of 
the thouqhts and actions of a group of workers as they design a 
system is Of greAt value, 1n their interaction and for later 
reference 4a2b 

In addition to creating such a record, the Journal system allo~s the 
dissemination of questions, replies, ideas, and reports to selected 
recipients with economy of sender eftort. A worker can send his 
messages with ease, assured that they will reach the a~dressees, 
whether an addressee is 1n the same room or across the country, 
whether the addressee is online or has only U.S. mail service, 
whether or not his address is known to the sender, whether the s~nder 
Is personally acquainted wi.th an addressee or is even unaware tnat 
the p~rson is a member of a Community with similar interests. Mail 
is addressed to groups of oeople ~y using an identification for the 
group. This Ident is entered In the ldentfile (see section 4b) whiCh 
1s used by the Journal to accomplish all distribution. For example, 
the Journal w1l1 distribute to individual members of the Network 
Graphics Group when the address "NGG" Is given. 4a2c 

After initial dissemination, the item can be referred to by a unique 
number, and even particular paragraphs can be referred to by a system 
Of marginal sUbnumbers, such as thOSe In thiS report, allowing easy 
reference 1n subsequent dialogue. 4a2d 
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The online recipient Of Journal dOCUments and messages is qiven the 
capability of storinq the item or thp. announcement which links to the 
actual item. He can tile items in any arrangement he likes, and can 
put copies of an annou"cement 1n several places if he wishes. 4a2e 

The Journal system 1s rleslgned to ~llow instant online retrieval of 
the text of the message when the number is known. The I1nkinq 
prOVision allows the Workpr to follow paths of dlaloQue, as 
succeeding input includes file names that are linked online to 
earlier dialogue items. 4a2f 

With content analysis programs, the item can b~ retrieved when the 
author or subject is correctly searched tor. Unline content 
searching throuah large sections of the recorded dialogue Is not now 
practicable, but is expected to b~ a useful capability in the ftiture. 

4a2g 
The Journal provides hardcopy that can be flIed in any way desired. 4a2h 

Index programs operate on the files to produce online or hardcopy 
indexes for general online or offline retrieval. 

The Journal system, then, in principle functions as a qood 
information-handlinQ system. over the two years it has been 1n use 
by ARC, detailed desiqn features hav~ been qiven critical use and 
i~provements have b~en made. The system has proved itself In user 
acceptance as a rttei\ns of .dcquiring, capturinq, disseminating, ~nd 
retrieving research information in an Oftice, and is appropriate for 

4a2i 

use in other Offices. 4a2j 
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The ARC Journal contains all items sent through it by ARC and ARPANET 
users. An analysis of the Journal for the months September through 
November 1973 snowed approximately 1300 items sent. Of these ~bo\lt 
50% were authorerl by non-APC users. This analysis considered only 

4a3 

the items authored by ARC memb~rs. 4a3a 

ActiVity --------
Specific attention was paid in the analysis to the nature of the 
dialogue carried on by ARC users between themselves, to look at 
th~ nature of the dialoque amonq workers in an Office. However, 
an initial count was made of the sUbmissions of all kinds by the 
31 AHC members during the 3-month period ex~mlned, which showed 
the following: 

No. ot Ite~s Sent 
None 
·2- 7 

11-16 
20-2R 
31-37 
42-49 

58 
93 

Addressees 
---------. 

No. of ARC People Sending this No. 
2 
8 
1 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 

The Journal system allows addresslnQ to individuals and to groups 
of individuals. Much of the dialogue on the Network is addressed 
to groups, but inside ARC most is addressed to specific 
individuals. Analysis of th~ addressees, reduced to p~rcentages 
Shows: 

Addressees per Message 
All of ARC 
10+ Addressees 
4 - 9 
3 
2 
1 

P~rcent Addressed to this No. 
25% of Messaq~s 

8% 
12% 
12% 
8~ 

35% 
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Length of Item 
-------------- 4a3d 

As miqht be expected if the Journal 1s an informal mode of 
communication, the majority of items are less than a paqe lonq1 
ahout 45% Were onlY a paragraph or two. Another 30% Were one-paqe 
entries. Almost 25% were longer than two pages, these averaqlnQ , 
about five paqes each. 

Subject "'tatter -----_ .. _- ... ---
TYPes ot SUbject which can be identified, ana the percent~ge of 
the dialogue which the~ represent are: 

Design suagest1ons, and responses In APe 
Formal reports 
Notices of visits and other events 
ARC and SRI internal business 
Dialoque from ARC to ~etwork users 
Correspondence from ARC to outSiders 

Dialogue 
--------

30% 
15% 
15% 
10% 
20% 
5% 

4a3e 

4a3f 

The Journal can be seen upon casual reading to be a true ~laloQue. 
There are items journalized for their rer.ord value which are not 
internally linked to other items. However" most messages refer to 
previously discussed suojects, and many Items which are direct 
responses to earlier items use the capability of the online link 
to make access to references easier for tne reader, An analysis 
of the links actually inserted in the messaqes shows the use ~arie 

by ARC of the linking capability. About 30% of the items sent by 
ARC members to each oth~r contained online links to other 
documents. Ttlls percent maybe expected· to increase as users 
become more familiar with the feature and as more Inter~related 
documents are entered into the Journal. 

The link capability (Userguldes,tnls-arldress,entrv:w). allows the 
user to insert a reference in the parenthetical form shown in this 
sentence, and t~is insertion, or link, can be addressed and will 
retrieve the file or particular section of the file denoted. 

LInks occasionally tail in their immediate-retrieval function. 
One reason is that storage capacity Is too limited at this time to 
Keep all old files online, and the link may lead onlY to a message 
that the file Is archived, in Which case the user must wait a 
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Short time for the tile to be retrieved bY an operator, Another 
reason is that thp link format 1s used by some to refer to 
documents which were never online, for which only a reference has 
been catalOqed, in which case the link can lead only to a coded 
citation, ana currently it is not able to do even this. A further 
reason is occasional carelessness of the author in typing a link, 
so that the number is wrong and leads to the wrona document or 
nowhere. In this case auqmentatlon Is aqain helpful, in that the 
author can try his links to assure they are correct, if he will 
think to do so. 
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ANALYSIS OF TH~ P~ES~NT JOURNAL SYSTEM AS us~O BY THF: ARPANET COMMUNITY 4a4 

Introduction -----_ .. _---- 4a4a 

The Journal system has been in use by a small subset of the 
ARPANET Community for over two years. To provide a basis tor any 
conclusions drRWn, and to SerVe as an indicator of aSpects to be 
ConSidered, various appropriate samPles of the ~Umber and Author 
indexes to the NIC Journal ~ere analyzed to obtain 1ata On the use 
of the Journal and to critique the use made of the Journal. A 
representative page of the Author Index is shown on toe next page. 

Samples Studied 
.. _-------------

Number Index 

About 300 NIC items were retrieved by th~ catalog program from 
those items entered 1n two month period t JUly to 1 september 
1973, items between 17593 and 18196. These 300 items were 
a~alyzed and compared with the entire coll~ction of Journal 
hardcopy in binders for this perIod, with the following 
results: 

Content of Item -- 44 were trials or handshakes which could 
be deleted for lack of SUbstance: for most of thes~ the 
hardcopy had not been filed. (See ConcluSionS 1). 33 werp 
transmittal letters which could be oetter han~led in a 
correspondence log than in the Journal. 

Content of Citation -- 63 other than the above 44 were 
untitled, and therefore not usefully informative here, nor 
sUbject-retrievable in the Titleword Index. 

Content of IndeX -- 60 items in the hardCOPY Journal 
binders, items sent by NIC to Network people not HADe, were 
not in the NIC Journal index. These omissions wp.re the 
result of input manipulation by the Journal, not the result 
of indexing programs. 

Author Index 

The Author Index gives the tItle, date and number of all items 
sent by each author. Because of limitations 1n the amount of 
information which can be fitted on one line, it does not give 
addreSSeeS, WhiCh would often be useful. 

II 
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The Author Index waS analyzed to determine the extent of use bY 
the Community represented by the ARPAN~T. It was analyzed for 
data on use by individuals over the entire period of the 
Journal's existence, with attention g1ven to the frequency and 
recency of use by individual autnors. 

Users 

NUmber of USers -- 170 non-NrC PeoPle USed the Journal at least 
once, In the period June 1971 to Auqust 1973, often durinq a 
TN I, S C 0 U r s e • 

Number of Continuing Users -- The pattern observed Is shown in 
the next tahle. 
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ANALYSIS Of CUNTINUING USE Of" THE~ JOURNAL BY ARPANET USERS 

The followina table indicates patterns in continuing use by 
members of the ARPANET Community. It appears that a number of 
users tried the Journal only experimentally, sending only 1 to 
5 messaaes and their last input was so~e time ago. Others, 
named In the table, have sent continuing dialoque over the 
Network ~nd apparentlY find it very useful. (See observations 
in following section). 

breakdown bv number of mess~qes, and last date of input: 

---------~-------------------------------------------- --------Total Usp.rs With 
Msqs. Thi5 Total 

Date of Last Input bY Specific User 
12/71 12/72 4173 6/73 8/73 

-------~-~---------------------~~--------------------- --------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
b 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
1.4 
15 
19 
21 
22 
23 
28 
29 
34 
41 
43 
51 
58 
72 
96 

131 
162 
176 
256 

44 
35 
25 
15 

7 
5 
6 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1. 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1. 

1 12 13 10 
2 9 5 1. 3 
2 1 9 7 

115 
1 2 2 

(Sandum, Lindamood, Bruffey, Bouknight, 
(Mitchell, Kelley, Kahn, Fikes, Cutler, 
(Strollo, LiCklider, Kampe) 
(Day, Stern) 
(Walden, Rockweg) 
(Bressler) 
(Barden, Karp, Silberski) 
(t-ietcalte) 
(Lieberman) 
(Krilanov1ch) 
(Cotton, Dolan -12/72, O'Sullivan) 
(t" a s 1 n t e r ) 
(Stoughton) 
(Kline, Padlipsky) 
(rorman) 
(Shushan) 
(Levin) 
(Owen) 
(Pickens) 
(Cert) 
(lsel1) 
(Deutsch) 
(Neigus) 
(l-lcKenz 1 e) 
(Postel) 
(Dave Crocker) 
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Observations on the Data 

-----------------~-
1 • Abo u t 1 5 % 0 f the 1 t ems 1 nth e N Ie lJ 0 urn a 1 In d e x are not 
substantive, and another 11% are routine transmittals. These add 
tot h e b u 1 k 0 f the In d ex. w 1 tho u t con t rib 1J t 1 n q' m u c h. to its 
usefulness. 

2. About 20% ot the items are entered, carelessly or purposely, 
without titles, making their retrieval by subject impossible. 

4a4c 

3. A~out 20% of the eXisting Network Journal dialogue 1s not 
being captured by the NIC Journal Index. This occurs because all 
messages originating at Sites other than RADC are automatically 
coded for NlC In the SUbcollectlon field, but messages from NIC to 
Sites are only coded as NIC at the instigatIon of the sender, and 
the sender does not know how to or does not remember to take the 
action to do this. 

4. Unly 44 non-ARC people nad used the tTournal for more five 
messaqes. Yet some non-ARC people use it heavily and 
continuously. 
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A CHI TIC ALL 0 U KAT J 0 URN A L DEL I V E K Y A l'H.,J U UN C E r~ f!: NT 4 a 5 

The following is a sample of Journal deliverY as seen by the worKer 
In his initial file: 4a5a 

PR I1-DEC-73 10:15 20845 
BibliograPhy on the Economics of Information 
Location: (~1JOUHNAL, 20845, 1 :W) 

comments: This blblioaraphy was given to me by Mike Rothkopf. 
He told me that I can publish it in our Journal System. 

PR 11-DEC-7) 09:22 20844 
An Interesting WeeKend Seminar 
Location: (MJnURNAL, 20844, 1 :W) 

MLK lO-DEC-73 16:52 20835 
Hark! ARC! 
Location: (MJOURNAL, 20~35, l:w) 

Comments: Please read this important announcement! 
JCN. 9-DEC-73 15:21 20819 
Note to RADC llsers: Transfer of AKW Online ser~ices to OfFICE-' 
Location: (MJUURNAL, 20819, l:w) 

Several improvements have been Sugqpsted for the format of these 
items. They include: 4a5b 

Give the full name of the author(s). 
Incorporate the third line into the first line. 
Remove t~e emPty line between the item and anY comments, so th~t 
the relation of the comment is seen to be to the item above. 
Place the title line first, so that a one-line view Is more 
informative. 

A reworking of the precedina sample accOrdinq to these suggestions Is 
shown on the next page. 4a5c 
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BibliograPhY on the Economics of Information 
Paul Rech 1t-DEC-73 10:15 (J20845,) 

Annual Peport to DNA 

Comments: This biblioqraphy was qlven to ~e by MIke 
RothkoPf. He told me that I can PUblish it In our Journal. 

An Interestinq Weekend Seminar 
Paul Rech 11-D~C-73 09:22 (J20844,) 

Hark! ARC! 
Marcia L. Keeney IO-OEC-?3 16:52 (J20855,) 

Comments: Please read this important announcement! 

Note to RADC TIsers: Transfer of AKW Online Services to DFFICE-1 
JameS C. Norton 9-DEC-73 15:21 (J20B19,) 
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A CRITICAL LOOK AT HARDCUPY OUTPUT PROV1Sln~S 

Hardcopy is available to the user in four torms: 

Output Quickprint 
Output Uevice Teletvpe 
Ouput Device Printer 
HardcoPY Journal Delivery 

4036 

Evaluations of the adequacies ot these forms are: 4a6b 

Output Quickprint gives the user a copy of the item with all 
information as to sender, date, and other recipients printed o~ 
the terminal or on the printer. This is the preferred mOde tor 
informal dialogue and is eminently satisfactory. 

output DeVice Teletype prints the item on hiS terminal uSinq all 
formattinq directives sUPPlied by tne Journal and those supPlied 

\by the 11ser which are not overridden by the Journal. This mode is 
required tor output of formal, formatted items such as reports. 
Its continulnQ drawback 15 the frequent conflict bPtween format 
directives supplied by the author and those imposed by the 
Journal, so that highly formatted tables ~nd text designed to 
nonstandard line width or page length are deformed bY the Journal 
formatting proaram. Intimate familiarity by the ~uthor with 
provisions for cjrcumve~tlng these problems is required to prevent 
unpleasant surprises in thp output. 

Output Device ~rinter provides hiqh-speed printer output using the 
formatting directives as above. 

When the USer's Ident information markS him as a recipient for 
hardcopy, he receives under present conditions a copy printed 
either on the ARC printer or through use of an IBM 360 and an 
off-site printer, and this copy includes an outside page 
containing the address for mailing. This form is userl for 
harctcopy mail to non-ARC reCipients. It currentlY has the 
drawback that it "entails a delay of from two days to a week, 
caused by the processes it must undergo, of t~pe conversion, IBM 
360 processing, printing, bursting and collating. These delays 
are not intrinsiC to the Journal system, but result from a 
decision not to overload the Office printer with this bulk of 
output. A drawback which 15 intrinsic 15 the format program which 
spreads the information over three or tour sheets: the first sheet 
containing the text with a headinq cons1stinq of the ident of the 
sender and the date and Journal number, a second sheet giving the 
full name of the author and full names of all addressees, and a 
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third sheet formatted to ~ive tnp full na~e and address of the 
speCific addressee so that it can be folded and mailed. A fourth 
sheet is qenerated if any comments on the messaqe are inclurled hV 
the sender. To keep the complete r~cord all sheets must he 
retained. For fl11nq~ this presents a problem of bulk of paper 
and of staples used to ~ttach them. 

Despite the criticism detailed above, it should be apprecinted that 
no other sYstem has the variety of distribution ~odes of the Journal. 

4a6c 
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ANALYSIS UF THE OUTPUT OF SUBJECT INDEXING PHOGKAMS 4a7 

Retrieval by Subjpct trom the Journal 4a7a 

Three means are provided tor retrievaJ of items by sUbject: 

KeywOrds can ~e SUPPlied by the person JournallzinQ. 

There 15 no prompt for this action, and few people use this 
facility. At present no proarams are run to produce general 
indexes on sender-supplied keywords. 

SUbcollections can be specified bY the person Journalizinq. 

The Journal by default cateqorlzes input into certain 
sUbcollections accordinq to the sender's address (e.q. 
SRI-ARC, NIC, RADe) and accor~inq to any qroups addressed 
(e.q., SRI-ARC, SUR, NGG, PRG, NLS). AlternativelY, the 
sender can specify eXistinq or invented subcollections, 
which allows a sender to cateqorize his input accordina to 
SUbjects named as subcollections. Index proqra~s are run 
for t t) e 1 d r q e sub coIl e c t ion s, top r 0 v t d e ABC, r .. .I C, n n rl R A [) C 
index~s, ana the same capability exists to retrieve any 
subcollection, but is sel~om used at this time. 

Titlewords are used as subject terms for Journal indexes run at 
the times that Author and Number lndpxes are produced. 

Since the Titleword Index is the principal means tor subject 
retrieval at oresent, an analysis was made of the olltPut In 
the ARC Titleword Index dated 6 November 1973, whiCh covered 
the input of August throuqh October 1971. ' 

Analysis ot ARC Journal Titleword Index for AUgUst-october 1973. 4a7b 

An incremental issue of the TitlewordIndex of the ARC Journal was 
analyzed to dptermine its makeup, to draw any conclusions as to 
its b~nefits, and to look for ways in wnich it could be improved. 
In the reportina ot results, thpse terms ~re used: 

Items, i.e., messaqes and files submitted 

Terms, i.e., wordS recogniZed bY indeX programs 

Citations, i.e., all one-line references to items as rp.trleved 
by terms 
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Citations appearing 1n the Index 

Number of Journal items sUb~itted: 645 
Numbpr of keyword citations qenprated: 2620 

C1tations per item, av~rage: 4 

Terms appearing In the Index 

Number of terms: 1099 
Number of citations aenerated: 2620 

Citations per term, average; 2.4 

Terms correlated to citations 

Personal last nameS ana Idents, as ter~s: 
Citations under personal names and Idents: 

91. 
143 

Citations per name or ident, medi~n: 1 

Proper nan.ies of organizations and groups, as terms: 
" " " " " " citations: 

Proper names 01 systems, eOllipment, etc., as terms: 
" " " " It " citations: 
Citations per proper name, averaqe: 3.7 

41 
131 

27 
119 

SUbject terms other than nameS, excludina Dlurals: 360 
Subject termS occurring as PluralS: 70 
Citations under sUbject terms: 1233 

Citations per ter~, average: 3.4 

Misspelled wordS apoearing as terms: 16 
Nonsignificant terms, remainder: 510 
Citations under nonsignificant terms: 994 

Proportion of potentially useful to nonslg~ificant citations 

Citations ~y Personal and proPer names: 393 
Citations by signlticdnt subject: 1233 
Citations by nonsianiilcant or erron~ous terms: 994 

Percentaae of content which is nonsignificant: 37% 

Proportion of potentially useful to nonsignificant terms 

Terms for personal and proper names: 159 
Terms for subjects: 360 
Terms, nonsignificant and erro~eous: 580 

Percent~ge of terms which are nonslqnificant: 53% 
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Benefits and trawbackS to the USe of Keywnrd-from-Title Indexes. 

Benefits: 

The indexing process is mechanized SO that no judgment, i.e., 
human labor, is required. 

Unce proqrams are written and a file eXists, neW inPut can be 
processed at little added cost. 

Drawbacks: 

Retrieval effectiveness depends on how well the title reflects 
the information content of the item. If a key term is not in 
the title, the item Is not retrievable from that aspect. 

NO cross-references are produced to remind the Searcher of 
other forms of the word, or of synonYmoUs or related terms 
under which .he would find citations he would want. For 
e x amp 1 e: " [) n lin e " a t"I d " Lin e I' a p pea r, but not " (J n - Lin e" nor " 0 n 
Line" because "On" is suopressed. 

Without editing, the resultant index will contain sizable 
proportions of citations under terms that no one would look 
for. 

4a7c 

In addition to the generic benefits and draWbacks ahove, there are 
specific considerations 1n the use of titleword Index1nq proorams 
as currently used in indexinq the Journal data case. These are: 

A title is sometimes omitted by the sender, and the item is not 
retrievable. Usually, hut not always, the lack of a title 
occurs on items WhiCh carry little or no information liKelY to 
be desired for retri~val, where there is no substantial loss. 

Many items in the Journal are intor~ally written and unerlited, 
anrl titl~s for these tend to be informal, even flippant, and to 
contain unpredictable, nonsignificant, and misspelled words 
which introduce aarbaqe into the index. The sample paqe of the 
NIC catalog will snow the extent of this occurrence. 

The length ot the titleword program output for even a few 
months' content 1s currently too great to keep in one tile, so 
the program must be run on files which are arranged by date, 
then the output, which 1s arranged alphabetically, must be 
merged with passes over three files covering A-E, and so forth. 
At present, incremental indexes cannot be merged with existina 
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hasic Index~s, becaUse there is no waY to suppress the 
repet1tion of marginal words at DrOper Places in the printout. 
The result is that the mass of old raw data must be reprocessed 
with the new increment for a new index. ThIs reprocessinq 
becomes proportlon~tely greater with each new index. 

A shortcoming of all the Journal indexes is the lack Of a 
format proqram to produce an online index, At present, the 
in~exing program format 1s oversize. It 1s designed tor . 
production of a printed index suitable for reduction, so ~s to 
save on quantity in reproduction and vet include a maximum 
amount of information in one line. This output is used also 
for online vlewina, and the wraparound Is confuslnQ. For 
online vle~inq, a citation formatted for two lines is needed. 

Conclusions Reqardinq Titleword Index 4a7d 

OnlY half the terms currentlY generated by Tltle word Index 
programs on the ARC Journal are likely to be useful for retrieval. 

About two-thirds ot the citations qenerated are under terms which 
may be useful for retrieval. No check was made of the contents of 
the Journal items to find Whether they were as useful as the Index 
made them appear. It is observable that there are random 
nonsiqnificant occurrences of words which could not be suppressed 
because they woulrl be siqnificant in other contexts. Words In the 
latter class are: "Help", "Query", "Messaqe", "Text". 

A conclusion difticult to document, but easy to observe, 1s the 
use of Author And Number Indexes to retrieve by scannlna, where 
the Titleword IndeX failS, and Where a qood Subject indeX WoUld 
better serve the purpose. 

There is no evidence that users cannot eventually find items they 
re~ember. A study wou11 be needed to establish what is· found and 
what is missed. Stuaies made on other data bases have shown 
keyword indeXeS to be far inferior to hUman-edited subject 
indexes, and a stUdy of the adequacy of this retrieval tool could 
point to the need for more sophisticated programs or for human 
editing to fl11 out the record for complete retrieval capability. 
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MODIfICA1IONS PE£MED TO B[ UESIRA8LE 4a8 

The following modifications are summarized briefly, based on the 
foreqoing discussion and conclusions. 4a8a 

Modifications to Input Provisions 4aRb 

1. The Journal needS better automatic prompts and feedback for 
input, specificallY a reminder for all needed itp.mS. Input 
procedures should inclUde a reminder, it not a requirempnt, that a 
title be supplipd. Lack of a title makes retrieval so diffIcult 
as to be impractical and usually not attempted. Other items 
desirable for input, but which the system does not demand, are 
special subcollectlons, keywords, and co~~ents. 

2. NIC as a suhcollectlon entry should be made automatic for all 
items logged from NIC to Sites over the ARC utility, unless the 
desian for the utility makes sUbcollection NIC a redundancy. In 
case automatic entry is the option, it should be echoed.and allow 
overridinq. The user Is otten not aware of the provisions for and 
the ·present results of sUbcollection entrY, and subcollectlon 
indexes therefore do not contain all items they coulrt be exp~cted 
to. 

3. A correspondence loq system should De implemented to work In 
conjunction with the Journal, to provtrle desirable links to 
offline dialoque of simi.lar content and to remove routine 
transmittals from a reccrd of substantive d!nlogue, 

4. Numbers should ~lways be assigned nnd fed back to the user at 
the time of input, so tnat th~ sender can use them for referral 
immediately. The number can be Obtained on request, but should 
not have to be specially requested. 

~. PrOVision ShOUld be maae for two dateS to he recorded: the 
date of writin o and the date of ,}ournalizlnQ, because these are 
often not the same. Older files which are Journalized at a much 
later date should so indicate. 

MOdifications to Delivery 

6. A temporary note, designated ~s such, should be placed in the 
author's initial file at the time of submission. 

7. The format of the delivery notice should bP improved, perhaps 
as suqqestp.d above. 
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Modifications to HardcoPV PrOViSIons 4a8d 

8. Journal formatting proqrams should be more easily overrirlden. 
An item submitted to the Journal should appear in the exact format 
the author designed, with the ~Journal information supplied in the 
upper and right-hand margIns outside the formatted areas. At 
present it is not possible to set arbitrarY statement numbers to 
conform to an outline, with the result that an Introduction 
becomes statement 1, and Section 1 becomes statement 2 and leadS 
to confllsion. 

9. Hardcopy for mailing should be redesigned to reduce the 
unnecessary bulk and to present all information about sender, 
recipients, comments, and the first paqe ot the message. 

10. Two formats of hardcOpy output ShOUld be aVailable and 
presented to the user as options. 

A formal document such as a report would be preceded by a 
one-page transmittal sheet: 

To: Name(s) of recipientCs) DATE NUr~BER 

From: Sender 

Title: 

Comments: 

A informal tile or message such as a memo would be supplied 
with a heading of the above, preceding the file or message. 

The journalizer could be given the format optIons: 

R~PORT tormat (Separate transmittal letter) 

MEMU format (TO, from, heading) 
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MOdifications to SUbject Indexing Proarams and Procedures 4a8e 

11. Index programs need a slIghtlY longer stopllst, perhaps 40 or 
more terms, to suppress the most common useless terms. Beyond 
these, the anticipation of useless terms is so difficult tor this 
text as to be impractical. 

12. Hecause the input ~ll1 always be uncontrolled, and because 
the Journal files themselves should be unmodlflable, the output 
from index proqrams will always contain useless and redundant and 
Inco~plete entries. Therefore, the output from index programs 
should be human-edited to remove and insert material which will 
increase the usefulness ot the indexes. 

13. A format tor online viewing of t~e finished index needs to be 
designed. 
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RECUMM~NDATrUN FOR us~ IN A WORKSHUP OFfICE 

The Journal system is essential to any augmented Office. As 
conceptually desianed it is an ideal vehicle to support the dialogue 
in research information. As currently lmplemented it has some 
characteristics which detr~ct from its complete satisfactoriness and 

4a9 

thes~ can be remedied. 4a9a 

Additional user aids (scenarios, improved prompts, more frequent and 
more readable indexes) ar~ all needed to maKe use of the ,Journal 
easler and more USeful to the worker, and With these aidS the Journal 
can qatn wider acceptance. 4a9b 

Sevpral features are known to be needed which are not now 
implemented, principally because of resource limitations: 

1. Capability ot annotating or commenting Upon eXIsting Journal 
items In situ. It is not noW possible to add comments in the 
logical place, i.e, tollowlnq the Journal Item commented on. 

2. References In an existing document to later documents which 
may modify or update it. While Journalized items themselves 
should not be modifiable, there should exist the capability to 
append such informatinn. This f~ature, referred to as 
back-linking, is needed to alert the reader to the continuing 
dialogue. 

4a9c 

3. Facilities for priVacY. The Journal can be browsed bY anyone, 
makina the contents of all communications nubile to others than 
the intended recipients. Elemental privacy facilltles are to be 
implemented very soon. 

4. 5econrlary distribution, the sending of previously Journalized 
items to addressees, does not allow comments, which are often 
desired to tell why Sllch distribution was made. 

5. A Boolean Search caPability is needed to make retrieVal fUllY 
satisfactory. 

6. Better interface with SNDMSG is needed. SNDMSG messages could 
be automatically translated into NLS for receipt with the rest of 
Journal ma1l. Also, the user Should be facilitated in enterinq 
SNDMSG items he has rec~lved into the Journal. 

7. The sender should be able to specifY ~hether his SUbmission 1s 
to be delivered in its entirety or as a citation only. 
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~. The new or occasional recipient ot citations could have 
available a standard set of instruction for retrieval of the full 
text. 

9. The Journal should allow im~edlate delivery when desired, as 
5NDMSG does, so that the present delay of a half hour or more can 
be bypassed. 

The Journal 1s a tool whose full potential will be realized only as 
Workers become so comfortable with it that they use it continually. 
with increased use will come demands for further Journal features not 
now implemented and surelY some not now even envisioned. 4a9d 
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The Identification system is basic to the use of any online tools In 
the Workshop. It allows the online syste~ to recognize the user so 
that he can bu1ld and access files, ann is fundamental to the ~Journal 

4b 

4bl 

system Which supports online dialogue. 4b1a 

Ref: Journal USers' GUide (userauideS,1ournal-qlllde,2f) and 
(userauides,journal-quide,4) 

This critique of the Identification System deals with: 

User Vie\f4s 

The Ident system as seen by the user who seeks ident 
information on himself or others 

4blb 

The Ident System as seen by the user who desires to enter ident 
information on himself 

The Ident SYstem as seen by the user w~o desires to enter ident 
information on others so he can address them 

Maintenance ot the ldent File by an Information Center 

Input of new idents 

Moditication of existing idents 

Directory Proqrams Uslnq the ldent f.ile 

Present orogratTls 

Program chanqes needed 

New programs needed 

After detailina sppciflc difficulties, a list of mOdifications dee~ed 
to be desirable Is given: 4blc 

User access procedure changes 

User input procedure changeS 

Directory proqram changes 
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FEATURE:S Of' THE IDt:NT IF' J CAT ION SYSTEM 4b2 

User Views 4b2a 

The ldent System as seen bY the user who seeks ident information 
on hi~self or others: 

The facts are readily available to him If he knows the ident. 
Typing a ~?" brinqs hl~ information on queryinq for names and 
namestrinQs. If the user doesn't know the Ident, he will 
usually fdl] into a trap from which he cannot extricate 
himself. The response of the system is otten slow, and comes 
in spurts which ~ake the user uncertain that the rpsponse 1s 
completed. 

The Ident System as seen bY the us~r who rleslres to enter Ident 
information on hi~selt: 

A prospective user can get his Ident entered only by somenne 
else; qU~sts cannot enter idents. 

For a user, enterinq his address properly is diffiCUlt or 
impossible it he does not Know the Site acronym already. [See 
Mod 1). Enterlno other information such as phone and comments 
1s not open to him until after the Ident system recoQn1zes him. 
He can then enter as himself and and modify his record, but 
this is not straiqhtforward, 

The Ident Systpm as seen by the user who desirps to enter ident 
information on others so he can address them: 

If he fails to spell the name Of tne other properly In the 
inquirY stage above, and concludes the other 15 not In the 
file, and proceeds to enter a name, he will have erroneously 
mad e a sec 0 n d , inc 0 r r e c ten try for ani n d i v 1 d u a l. [ 5-e e M 0 ti 3] 

If he does not know the acrony~ for the individual's site, he 
will find it difficult or impossible to discover it, becallse 
the listing tIe is shown in not In alpha order, and he will tnen 
create a new, erroneous address. [See MOd 1) 

Maintenance ot the Ident File by an Information Center 4b2b 

Input of new idents 

New ident informatIon 1s entered at the NIC by a NIC agent from 
handWritten messag~s from phone callS', and from Journal 
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mesSao~S and li.S. Mail. There is no verification step for the 
user. Tnrouqh Clericsl error at Some step, an entry may be 
wrong for some time before it is Cduqht. [See Mod 5] 

Modification of existincr idents 

Individuals are ahle to modifY their own idents without notjce 
to NIC, leaving the offline mailing lists unchanqed. worse, 
this allows the entry of dirty data which will interfere with 
the programs used for nirectories. Provision for a branch into 
which all changed idents would he placed has not been 
1mplemented since it was agreed upon several months aqo. [See 
MOd 4) 

Directory Proqrams Usina the Ident File 4b2c 

Present proqrams 

Programs now available format the output tor a large paae to be 
reduced. It is necessary for the printed directory that some 
~uch format be produced. It 15 important for the online 
version that d normal paqe be produced, and for GrollP lists 
this is accomplished by manual input. [See Mod 6, Mo~ 7] 

Program changes needed 

A rlistlnction between Hosts and other organizations needS to he 
made, and ditferent types of indexes made for the two. (See Mod 
7J 

A program r~v1s1on is needed to provide ~ display or tty paae 
to be produceathrouqh output processor. [See Mod 6, Mod 7] 

New proqra~s needed 

For Hosts, a new program Is needed to format information wh1c}) 
is not pertinent to non-Host organizations. 

There 15 currentlY no way to generate a 11st of Groups to Which 
an 1ndividual belongs, to aid in changinq the offline mailinq 
lists of Groups when an individual m~mber chanqes his adrlress. 
(See Mod 2] 
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User access procedure chanqes 4b3a 

Mod 1. Alpha order li5t of orQanizatlcns. NAmes o~ orqanlzations 
should he e~tered in alphabetic order, rather than in site acronym 
order, and should be offered to the enterer in alPhabetic bloCks. 

Mod 2. Group membership indication. Rtatus of eacn indlvidu~l 
should show the groups of which he is a member. 

USer input procedure changeS 

tv1 ~ d 3. ~: d 1 tor i a 1 ass i s tan c e • ~~ hen a use rat t em p t S toe n t era 
name, a bell on a reference terminal should signal, and a human 
editor should come on, to assist In entry. The editor should be 
Able to do content analysis online, to determin~ th~ status of 
individual and or~anization n~mes. 

Mod 4. NO ~Orlificatior ot th~ file by the user. Notice of 
desired modification stould bp sent to the NIC: modification 
should not be allowed by the individual, even of his own Ident 
information. (At present, the individual 1s not allowed to modify 
any but his own ident information, but the messaqe reqarding this 
occurs after tle has attempted a change, such as address or phone, 
and should occur at the time he types the ident he wishes to 
modify.) 

Moa 5. User verification. Wnether entered ~y online cooperation 
between user and agent, or entered by th! agent from a note or 
messaqe, the entry should be verified bV the user. An online 
messaqe requesting an Ok, or a message mailed to the user should 
conclude the ~ntry procedure. 

Dlr~ctory proaram chanaes 

Moa h. Format for Indlvl~uals S~ctlon. 

The information could be formatted so that the sinqle column 
would be seen online, and the full page could b~ constructed 
with COM or by pasteup of the printout. 

Mod 7. Format for Organizations Section. 

The information could be for~atted so that the single column 
WOuld be seen online, and the full page could be constructed 
w1tr. COM or by pasteup of the printout. 
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DISCUSSION 

In mechanization, often an early desiqn is produced with the 
pxpectation that one process or file can be created to serve multiple 
uses. In many cases this proves a disappointment, in that the 
different needs cannot be met by exactly the same desiqn. Findina 
this to be the case, modifications or branching processes are added 
to accommodate the different needs, and the final design may not be 
as satisfactory for any ot the purposes as a completely separate 

4b4 

,design tor each. 4b4a 

The ldent file has qon~ through some chanqes caused bY the desire to 
produce a tile and process for mUltiple purposes. lt is still in 
e vol uti 0 n , lac k 0 t res 0 u r c e s h a v 1 n:q h i "'l d ere (j des 1 g n e r s fro m 
implernentina some of the teatures they see to be desirable, and It 
remains to be seen how further modlficatlo~s will remedy the present 
difficulties. 4b4b 

The Identfile was conceived for tour purposes: to allow system . 
identification of users of NLS, to al1~w rapid sendinq and receivIng 
of online Journal mail, to print U.S. mail addresses for offline 
delivery of Journal ~al1, and as ad~ed value, to serve .as a base for 
programs to produce directories of individu~ls and qroups. At first, 
the conflict b~tween the necessary provisions for each of these llses 
was not recoqnized. 4b4c 

To meet the need tor rapid sendinq of online mail it was necessary to 
a 110 w f r e e j n p u-t 0 fad d res s e s b V the sen d e r, and t t) e fIr 5 t r e lea 5 e 0 t 
the Ident system encourag~d the user to submit ident information for 
himself and those whom he wished to address tor whom he did not find 
existing idents. This resulted in hurried and incomplete address 
information without consistency for addresses at the same Host, arid 
for duplicate entries tor an individual Where an inaccurate search 
failed to turn up an existinq ldent. For the online mall sYstem the 
presence of this qarbaqe was not critically detrfmental. 4b4d 

There 1s a basic incompatibility between free input and the 
consistency necessary for use of a data bas~ for accurate and 
formatted retrieval. Gradually, some controls over input have been 
added, and the necessity of fUrther r~strlction has hecome 
recoqnized, le~ding to reproaramming and more for~al input control. 4b4e 

The deficiencies in conceptual design, and the degrees to which th~se 
have been dealt with, are expanded here. 4h4f 
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lUENT SYST~tVi 

Crltlqu~ ot the Irlent System and Its Uses 

Faulty and incomplete entries 

It was soon apparent that the ordin~rv user coulrl not cope with 
the intricacies of entry procedures, and oeyond that, cannot be 
depp.nd~d on to enter even his own address or phone number 
correctly. The experience of the Identfl1e overseer at ARC was 
that not on~ en try" made by s on,eone on the NfT has not needed to 
be corrected in some way" (12710,) to make it~ccurate or 
satisfactory for the hardcopy Directory. 

4b4q 

The first control added was provision that idents added by Network 
users (which were available for use for online mailtnq immediately 
and achieved their purpose to the degree that the input was 
acceptable) were sent also to a branch called N~WIDS, where an APe 
member could examine and correct them as needed before they turned 
up as problems for the u.S. mail or tor directory programs. 

It appears probable that the ~ost satist~ctory means of addinq to 
or chanqinq an Identfile will be to have input controlled by d 

central operator who is available by phone at all times a chanqe 
might be nep.ded. 

Handwork necessary to make cross-references 4b4h 

Until recentlY, the entering of an ldent for ~n jnrliVidUal did not 
achiev~ the relation of his idPnt to his organization and this 
relation was done sep~rately by ARC, with some resultant 
discrepancies. At the present time, memhership in qroups 15 not 
an element in the entry tor an individual. Of more consequence, 
U.S mail to oroups is accomplished throuqn a separate, punc~ed 
card system for produclnQ mal1inq l~bels, and the records for 
these can be corrected onlY by examlninq listing of membership tor 
all groups to determine where an individual Is a member and 
resubMittlna the information for a new card and new labels, with 
resultant work, delay, and possibility of error. 

Size of the file 

The USe of one file tor entry Of all indiViduals of Which anyone 
wants to make a record, includinq spurious or practice entries, 
has created a file of over 1100 entries by this ti~e. 
Manlpul~tlon ot this file ·becomes increasingly more difficult for 
proqrams. 

Use of the file for NLS identification 1s slowed by the presence 
of the many entries ana quantities of material unnec~ssary for 
this purpose. 
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Use Of the file for online delivery is hamPer~d bY the preSence of 
the ni ate ria 1 Un n. e c e s sa r y for t his p 11 r PO s e • 

In concept, the existence of one tile for all person 
identification purposes 1s fine, but jn practice, duplicate 
5ubtlles would be more usable. 

Lack of protection 

Group coordinators can chanop group membership, without not1cp. to 
an editor' for verification or for mailinq list purposes. 

Spurious and praetlee entries can be made by anyone, and require 
tedious hand deletion. 

UnVerified material and unmanageable pntries mess up the results 
of directory proarams eaCh time they are rUn. 

Random arrangement 

straiqhttorward inquiry status for a valid ident proceeds 
smoothlY, but enterinq the ldentfile for retrieval by incomPlete 
information is so time-consuminn as to he impractical. In the 
operator's userquide (14288,) are instructions for creatinq a 
'sorted file for editinq purposes, but this 1s not practical under 
most operating conditions. 

Obsolete irlents 

carrying deadwood slows down daily processina. 

PurqlnQ-the file of obSolete idents must be done bY a computer 
operator uPon special request of the Identf1le overseer. purglnQ 
of obsolete idents of individuals who have written Journal mail 
causes author indexing programs to fail. 

Here again, multiple purposes of the file cause contlict 1n the 
use for anyone purpose. 
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IDENT SYSTE~4 

CritiqUe'of the ldent System and Its Uses 

RECOMMENDATIONS fUR USE IN A WORKSHOP OFFICE 

An online Identt11e 15 a necessity for use ot ~p online Journal 
system for 1ntra-offJce co~municatlon, and tor online comrounic~tlon 
between the office and other online offices using a common online 
"Journal syst.en1 • t'Ol' SUCh uses, it 1s important only that the system 

4h5 

be reliable anrl accurate. 4bSa 

The followina conditions limit its oresent usefulness: 

The file will rapidlY qrow to contain hUn1rerlS of entries, and 
reouire more time to use than an offline filp servinq the same 
purposes. 

405b 

The effort of buildin" such a file is areater than is w~rranted bV 
the predictable use of individual entries it contains. 

The practice of usina Inlti~ls as l1ents is ~wkward bec~U5e theSe 
sets of initials are dUPlicated a~d triPlicated. The present 
accommodation for this is to add numerals 2, 3, and so forth. 
Such Idents are contusing to users, and seem demeaning to the 
owners. Some other systems use initials and last n~mes • 

• Expertise and close familiarity is required to input and access 
the file, makina it a task for a partlcular person rather than a 
qeneral tool. 

At present, no capability exists to quickly transfer a retrieval 
address to a docu~ent ot correspondence being created. A user 
program is required to place the address in the address arPd of ~ 

letter being written. The process of retrieval and copying is too 
unwieldy and time-consuminq to be a practical way of creatin~ 
correspondence. 

Hardcopy correspondence created from online input is not yet 
formatted acceptably. The output is rOugh In appearance, spreRds 
the information over several sheets, and lacks an acprooriate 
letter heading. 

In concept, the Identtile is d tool with important, needed, 
capabilities. A workshop has need ot: 

Findinq the fUll name, addr~ss, and Phone nUmber of an 
individual previously contacted. 

Finding the address of an organizatIon to whom correspondencp 
Is to be sent. 
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In addition, an auqmented ~orkshop has use for: 

Automatically supplying the ftlll address 1n cfPatinn 
correspondence wjth nutsjd~ people and ~rqanlzations. 

In further addition, an auqmentpd W"rkShor has lIse for: 

AutomaticallY sen d lnQ correspondence online to other 
orqanizatlons. 

These needs the present ldentfile j~ conceived to meet. 

DltticUltips in its current USe result oarttcUlarlY from: 

Lack of recoqnition of the l~portance of cnntrollinq sources, 
quantity, and f.ormat ot input. 

LaCK of qoorl for~at tor outout to hardcopy. 

Constrictions on its purqin a and chan1in~ orocedures bv need of 
its use tor Journal tile retrieval. 

As soon as resources are available, it seems important to develop 
the Ident system to a level more consistent with its potentl~l. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As a user gains experience with NLS, he often finds that he has 
repeated need for a particular series of actions which he could 
Perform with leSS effort if he combined them into a small program. 
The need tt1at prompted the writing is often a need common to others, 
and users are encouraged not only to write these programs, but to 
place them in a file called (user-proqSi-contents,) to make them 
availahle to others. ARC also has written a quide to use of these 
programs (user-progs,-useraulde,). It appeared productive to 
investigate the extent of use of such programs and of their 
documentation, and a questIonnaIre was desiqned and given to 15 ARC 
members at random to provide informatIon on progra~ use. The 
questionnaire is given here, with cumulated reSUlts from the 

4c 

questlonlnq. The directory of proqrams Is qiven also. 4cl€ 

USER PBUGRAMS QUESTIONNAIRE 4c~ 

1. v,Jhat User programs Have You Used, and How Often? 

Respondent 

(analyst) 

(analyst) 

(secy) 

(sys proqr) 

(sys progr) 

(sys progr) 

(sys proqr) 

(analyst) 

(analyst) 

(t writer) 

Proqrams used 

apPend 
lnrun 

1nmes 
seqgraph 

letter 

append 

changed 
filter 

limes per month 

Unsatisfactory 
not online 

30 
4 

8 

very seldom 

1 

(other personal) 

trace 
(ma.ny others) 

letter 
trace 

inmes 

deldlr 
inmes 

address 
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1. 
a lot, In bursts 

.30 

selriom 
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(operator) 

(programmer) 

(user progr) 

(user progr) 

(t writer) 

addtext 
append 
deldir 
inseqh 
j f.orm2 
notabs 
sortnocase 

aPPeno 
letter 
trace 

(many special) 

add text 
append 
rleldir 
format 
inmes 
Sho'Ndir 
toc 

addname 
a·1dtext 
deldir 
format 
letter 
shoNdir 

3 • How [) 1 eJ ~ 0 11 1.1 ear n t 0 Use Tn e s e ? 

4 
4 
2 
6 

20 
3 
1 

t 
1 
2 

often 

6 
4 
6 

12 
2 

20 
4 

uses another 
.i 
2 
B 
1 
3 

(NUmbers are quantities of resPondents, out ot 15 total.) 

6 learned from demonstration only 

5 from a combination of demonstration and documentation 

4 wrote the proarams themselves 

o learned from documentation alone 

4. Have You Read the Documentation? 

4 reported there was no docUmentation on ones they IJsed 
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4 did not indicate knowledge of location of documentation 

3 had plac~d instructions 1n their initial files 

3 indicated approachthrOuqh <user-guides> or <doCllmentatlon> 

2 named the correct directory <user-progs> 

5. Have yoU Shown Anyone Else How to Use a User Program? 

10 have shown others hO$ to use a User Program 

6. HaVe You Written Any User Programs? 

B have written no User Programs themselves 

Most programmers had written one or more for specific purposeS. 
About half of these programs were written for qeneral use and 
were included in the <user-progs> directory. About half were 
undocumented and not submitted to the directory. 

1. Old You Write Them Alone or With Help? 

2 reported haVing written a User prOgram without assistance 

8. Comments and Opinions 

"Can be a real helP When YOu have a repeated process to do." 
(analyst) 

4c2d 

4C2e 

4c2f 

4c2g 

"Found the documentation impossible to lmpl~ment: When was shown 
how to use a commonly-refer red-to program, found the demonstrator 
had d1fficulty and the documentation was agreed to be inaccurate." 
(analyst) 

"Not sure Whether it is a time SaVer but feel LETTER is a hopeful 
feature for future use ~hen Idents are knOWn to the system." 
(secretary) 

"Currently good for professional programmers only Since LtO 
knowledge is needed: also poor because there is no dOCUmentation 
on procedures available: minimal diagnostics and error checkinq.Q 
(systems programmer) 

"DO a lot of work with the use of User Programs, testing part of 
the system and in research on addItions or modifications, 
simulation of changes." (systems programmer) 
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,I Don't rea 1 1 Y k now w t1 at' 5 a v ail a b 1. e .. (s \f s t emS pro q ram IT; e r ) 

"Tnink they're qreat" (analyst) 

"Can rarely run tnem 1n the daytime: many don't work 
satisfactorily. There is ro Clear meChanism to lIse to eel the 
program written and maintained." (analyst) 

"Have found them very helpful and greatly improved with the Rt:L 
f1le (to keep a compl1p~ file around)." (programmer) 

"Fantastic potent1al: augmented accessing WOUld be nice: 1,10 
should be getting more usable, as userquide, sYSqd, etc. develops: 
some programs aren't used for A lon~ time, then are absolutely 
necessary: the use of the system of user programs depends on 
hav1ng the riqht proqra~ at the right time, archiving them has 
d!sCOllraged ppople in the past: I have got repeated requests to 
make all user proqrams permanently ~val1~ble." (user programmer) 

"It's morp USefUl to write one for a particular purpose than to 
use· the gPneral ones, nowever the format ones ar~ reallY great." 
(technical writer) 

DIRECTOt{Y Of~ USEr< PROGRAMS 

FUNCTIUN 

addname Adds name to ndmeless stmnts from first word in stmt 

address ASKS for jdent, inserts the address at the bUq 

addteXt AddS text to front/bdc~ of stmts in plx/brnch/qrp/st 

append sequentially appendS stmnts in group, text between 

appendlist Llkp AfPEND, but leaves SUbstructure 

chanqed MarkS statements Changed Since a given date 

delcol Deletes bUgged column, assuming next col lined up 

deldir Deletes output Processor directives 

delname Deletes statement names 

Deletes leadinq spaces from statements 
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format Add print directives to a file 

index Creates a word index for st/br/plex/qroup 

lnmes Inputs ~ll of message.txt file into NLS file 

inseqh Does a SOPhIsticated Input Sequentldl file 

inrun Inserts TfO:NEX RUNOFF file into NL5 file 

jforml Reformats 10urnal references 

iform2 Reformats journal references 

letter Puts file in letter form, adds dear-- & sincerely--

lowercase rpcovers from an erroneous XSET UPPER CASE 

makeret Scans for journal linkS and maKes ref branch 

notabs' Replace tab Keys by spaces in plex 

showdir Shows onlY stmnts with Output Processor directIveS 

sortnmskp Sort key extractor: as usual but disreaardS st names 

sortnocase Sort key extractor: alphabetic regarnless of case 

sortnum Sort keY extractor: sorts bY first number in stmnt 

sortrev sort key extractor: exactly the revers~ of usual 

srlform Puts in alP dirs and spaces to SRI standard format 

SUblist Does SUbstitutions on list of fileS q!ven linkS 

tblpts Adds periods to end of st out to given co] 

toe Generates Table of Contents with stmnt nurn refs 

trace NLS call return tracing system for micro-analysIs 

truncate Truncat~s st/br/plx/grp to one line-~ssume 3/lev Ind 

wordcount Counts visioles in st/br/group/Ple x 4c3i\q 
/ 
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corle llUS IONS 

The capability for the uspr to write small proqrams for reppated use 
15 a t.' 0 ten t i a 11 Y imp 0 r tan ton e • T t) e con c e P t 0 f S t1 a r 1 n q the 5 ~ P r (') q am 5 

with others to assist them or to prevent tneir havinq to write thpir 
own is clearly in line witn the principle ot resource-sh~rinq dnd 

4c4 

with the wholp concept of dialoQue sllpport In ~ Group or Community. 4c4a 

The results ot this survey of halt the members, selected randomly, of 
a fairly experienced Group showed: 4c4b 

t;ven a program meetinq a common sitqatlon, such as "inmes" to 
proceSS SND;""S(; files for online rea(jinq and retention, and 
"append" tor turning seqent1dl tiles into NLS files, was not used 
by more tnan one third of the Group. The existence of a proqram 
for a common situation doesn't result In its wides~rearl use. 4c4bl 

Most users did not access tne documentation in learning or in 
reminding tnemsp1ves ot the programs they used: demonstration is 
the present learninq mOde. It may be assumed that the 
docun!entation alone 1s inadequate for training i~experienced 
users. 4c402 ' 

Half of the Group had written proqrams themselves, but almost all 
had hao assistance in doing so. It appears that wrltina ot uspr 
programs is not a common habit, even for exper1enced users. 4c4b3 

rnthusiasm tnr present uSer programs WaS reported bY 6 of thp 
users, 4 responders were critical of present shortcominas, almost 
all appear~d to appreciate the potential of such proarams. 4c4b4 

A factor not clearly brought out 1n the question~alre 1s the 
difficulty of invoking user programs. The user must give separate 
commands to get the program, set bUffer siZe, and run the proqram, 
and sometimes additional commands are neerled. The possiol~ steps 
needed to pmploy user nroOrams are numerous and hard for the novice 
to execute successfully. 4c4c 
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A single command should load and run a user Drogram. 4c5a 

Existing user programs and the procedures for usinq them should be 
documented in explanations and scenarios written for the 
non-programmer, Then they should be pUblicized to brino their 
existence and usefulness to the attention of t~e Group. 1c5b 

Those people with proqramminq ability should be e~couraqed to write 
proqrams tor qeneral needs, and to have thp.m described for use by all 
who miqht want them. 4c5c 

Every means s~oUld be eXPlored to m~ke tne ·wrlting of uSer programs, 
as ...,ell as their use, easy tor anY Uffice member, 4C5d 
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Critique of Their Use in an Office 

INTRODUCTION 

Any person working with information feels a constant need to orqanize 
the 1nformation he expects to use so that dnY piece of it can he 

4d 

4dl 

recalled when it _ould be useful. 4dla 

TO achieve this recall, most individuals create some kind of ordered 
collection in which to store items for future use. Usually, the 
person assembles a collection of bOOKS, papers, notes, and 
correspondence, and as it grows larger, desiqns a f11ing system, 
simple or complex, for arranqinq these items where memory will remind 
him to look. As the filing system becomes unwieldy, he makes an 
index to it. Usually, he finds the system less than satisfactory, 
and redesigns it to better tit what he now sees he needs. If it is 
complex, he finds input tedious and output inadequate. He would 
really like an automatic system by which he Nould be relieved of the 
labor of marking, recOrdinq, and fil1ng, and by w~ich he could 
usually locate items he vaquely remembers. IJsina a computer, which 
15 more or1erlv and less fallible than a human bratn, is an 
attractive POSSibility. 4dl~ 

Various"systems have been designed to provide a framework within 
Which a user can treate his personal collection of references from 
which he expects to retrieve What he np.eds. No system 1s currently 
widely used, and few are known to be praised by other than their 
~esiqners. A b1bl1oqraphy of items on personal file makinq Is 
appended. 4dlc 

The three components Of a file system are the bOdy of information to 
be stored and retrieved, the tags or keys by which tn1s information 
1s identified, and the means by which these tags are manipulated. A 
system will be satisfactory to the extent that these components are 
well-designed "nd thp. links between them are strong. The information 
stored should he the complete information, not Citations for Which 
the original information must be "located in less controlled storaqe. 
The keys and tags, suCh as subject terms and names, should "be 
reflective ~t th~ stored information. The means of manipulatinQ the 
keys and tags should be flexible, available, and understood by the 
user. Introducing nu~bers into the system to make the keys and taqs 

. morp. manipulable or to simplify tiling of the stored intormation must 
be seen as placing additional links in the retrieval chain, and their 
usefulness must be examined to be sure it outwplghs the potential 
handicap they present. Numbers used as surrogates seldom carry any 
intrinsic information, and need to be used invisibly, as 1n computer 
manipulation, or u5ed in co"iunction with information-bearing items, 

4dld 
As dlaloque qrows, the the individual feels a need to find w~ys to 
sort and store references to this d1alogue to keep track ot the 
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information he haS received and to flag S~me items for action. 
prompted to crrate personal ways of storing these r~ferences. 

He 1s 
4dle 

In (17394,), Outline of a Personal Information Manaqement System, 
Paul Hech at ARC has defined the problem and sugqested the features 
of a system uSinq the ARC online system, NLS. features include: 
provision tor qeneral categorization ot itemS, provision for per50n~1 
categorization of Itpms, flagainq by subject and date tor purposes of 
rptrieval dnd deletjon, and automatic deletion Of older items not 
accessed. 411£ 

also 
I 

NLS is well-suited to the creation of such reference tiles by its 
provision for links between files and bY its provision for 
hierarchical grouplnQ ot cateaories of references. 'rhere exists 
the capability for identifyinq anrl deleting materi~ls which ar~ 
unused for a snecified period. 4dl g' 

To InvestiQate the experience of ARC U5ers In cr~nting and usinq such 
files a sUrvey waS made of 15 randomly-selec.te1 members, uSinq a 
qUestionnaire. The tallied anSWers are ~lve~, With ~nnotations. 4dlh' 
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PERSONAL, F 1 LE:S (:)UEST 1 UN N A I R t: 

The same 15 ARC users surveyed for their use ~f User Proqrams in the 
previous critique were questioned about their use of personal files. 
(Numbers shown in th~se tallies ~re Quantities of correspondents.) 4ct2a 

1. What files do you~alntain for your personal record of: 

a. Journal items received and sent? 

All those questioned receive Journal citations online In 
their Initial files. The questions relate to their 
disnosltlon of these cItations, 

How are these files oroanized? 

7 leave in torm and order in which Journal system 
transmitted them. 

6 rearranoe items by topics: 5 by suhject, 1 by action 
needed. 

2 delete all Journal items after reading. 

How otten are these UPdated? 

4d2b 

4 who reorganize their Journal item files update them d~lly, 
the others less otten. 

How often are these used for reference? 

b seldom or never use the Journal item citations saved. 

2 who reoraanize their items report they refer to them less 
than weekly, but find the flIes extremely helDful. 

7 refer to Journal Citation files occasionally, prObably 
less than ~eekIY. 

b. Notes of schedules to be met, actions to be taken, ~ctions 

taken? 

9 keep a branch In their initial file tor tra~king actions. 

How are these files orqanized? 

1 uses an elaborate scheme for his total actiVities, anrl 
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UPdates it dailY, Une person started a detailed 
sc~eme tor recording status of work-in-proqress, but 
does not keep it current, 

2 keep in random arrangement. 

~ethOrls ot organization r~nqe from "to dO" and "done" 
branches, to highlY cateqorized and task-related 
branches, 

How often are these uP1atpd? 

2 uprlot~ theirs daily: others updated lrreqularly. 

How otten alP these used tor referencei 

3 reporteci more than daily reference to these files, 

c. Peports of visitors? 

4 make a record of VisItors, 

How are these tiles organized? 

2 keep a file with a branch tor each visitor. 

1 keeps in branch Of initial file. 

1 records in Journal onlY 

How often are these updated? 

Secretary reported a filp to he filled tn by otners, anrl 
hence upd~ted by them. 

How otten are these USed tor reference? 

All 4 reported t~ese Nere rarely used for reference, one 
stated was for record only. 

d. Notes on personal readinq, bibliographic references? 

4 people keeP SUch files, 1 keeps t~o files. 

How are these files orqan1zed? 

1 keeps a branch in initial fIle 
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3 keep separate tiles, bY sUbject~ 

How often are these updated? 

ApproximatelY weekly. 

How often are these used for reterence? 

Approximately weekly. 

e. Other personal record tiles? 

9 keep other PPfsonal files. 

How are th~se tiles organized? 

3 keep idea files 

2 k~~p files of sendmess~ges. 

1 keepS tile of user programs, 1 keeps record of relevant 
filps created, 1 keeps Phone directory. 

How often are these UPdated? 

Input to these files was fairly steady, deletion was not 
stucjied. 

How otten are these used for reference? 

VarlPd accordinq to type of content: most seemed to be 
active. 

2. Have you started SUch files anrl abandoned them? 

10 reported having started personal files and abandoned them, of 
these, 2 did not nON maintain person~l files of citations or 
ideas. 

keasons for abandoning them? 

HeaSons oiven: 

"too much of a pr~blem with scarce system resources" 
"too much work to keep UP: system limited availabillty" 
"unavailability of system" 
" cum be r s 0 m e II 
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"partlY becaUse of lack of time to ~aintatn and partlY 
because of inconvenience of trvin1 to keep track of on and 
off linp tiles" 
~too much trouble to keep up" 
"too much trouble" 
"terminal time Is too valu~ble to spend on malntalnlnq 
online files ot personal information" 
"most 1f not all other schemes have been traded off for n~w 
~laborate scheme (aDandoned old schemes for new one)" 
"lack of llsefulness" 
" c han q e 1 n 1 n t ere s t, ., r chi ve n roc e s s, etc." 

3. What do you do witn Journal references in your initial file, if 
you do not reorganize them or move them? 4d~rl 

All respondents deleted these references occasionally, some 
deleted nonsignificant items as they were read. 
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A N A I., Y S I::; 0 F THE: RES U I, T S 0 F THE QUE S TID r~ :~ AIR E 4d3 

Extent of Use Mad~ ot Capability 4d3a 

Less tMan half of the sample group, 6 of 15, utilize the citations 
received from the Journal for other ourposes than announcement. 
Some who move or reformat their Journal citations report th~y 
seldom refer to them later. 

Over half, 9 of 15, maintain a branch 1n their initial file for 
keeping track of personal WOrK and sChedules. 

The secrptarY and 3 others of the 15 surveyed recorded some 
information about Visitors. 

OnlY 4 PeoPle reported keePing online referenceS to articles, 
booKS, or documents read. 

Reasons Given for l,ack of Use 4d3b 

The most common reason given, bY 5 of 12 resPondents, for having 
dropped previous efforts in personal tile maintenance was that the 
work was too much trouble. It is the common experience that 
creating personal files of information Is not worth the effort, in 
th~ benefit derived from the time-cost. In no case was it 
indicated that any other feature of online use had made personal 
files unnecessary: conversely, the files of user programs and 
phone directories were created where they would seem to be 
unnecessary in view of the directories of user programs and the 
Identfile. 

The second most common reason given, by 4 out of 12, was the 
limitations imposed by the system, particularly the uncertainty 
that files would be onlln~ when deSired. This is presumed to be a 
temporary hIndrance. 

Several eXPlanations for diSinclination to keep online referenceS 
to materialS were eXPlored In follOW-UP discussions with the 
responders, although no tallies were made: 

They find no added value in keepinq references or notes online, 
when they do not lead to online files. 

Literature 15 not of much Import~ncp in their ~ork. 

LaCK of space, coupled with a low priority placed on such 
files, d1scouraQes preparation of sllch files. 
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The capability to prepare and maintain personal files ot information, 
both that received online and information input bY the Worker tor his 
own memory aid, is cle~rlY an important one. That few workers seem 
to be using the capabllity to its full power seems ~ue in part to 
present system limitations. Lack of use also see~s to be the result 
of lack ot personal inclination and to difficultl~s in constructinq 
adpquate retrieval systems. It is also possiblp tn~t the neeri for 
flIes of personal information ~ay not exist for most people 1n this 

4d4 

environment, doing the kind of work theY do. 4d4a 

To create a climate 1n which the tull usefulness of the personal tile 
capahility WOuld te realized, it would be possibl~ to: 4d4h 

Suaqest formats tor such tiles 

Prepare thesauri to s~qQest subject classes for tne interests of 
the Offl,ce 

Make. lists ot hihltoqraphic citation~ available 

Give clerical supoort to maintain the files accordinq to 
instructions trom the Worker. 
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IN'l'RODUCT ION 

The AUgmented Knowledge ~orksnop facilitates the capture anrl 
storage of information from all sources, as seen in section 3. 

Capture methods are designed to interface with the 
particular sources: external pUblications, the human mind, 
Office dial~gue, formal reports, correspondence, phone, and 
visits. 

Storaqe methods are designed to place items In manageable 
units and modules, based generally on the type of item, and 
havlnQ distinctive data elements: 

Unline storaqe 

Journal, tor individual recordS, for dialogue, 
internal reports, phone and visit records, all in full 
text 

Document catalog for Citations to external documents 

Correspondence log tor citations to incoming 
correspondence 

Hardcopy storage 

Journal hardcopy, in binders 

~xternal reports and articles, in vertical files 

Hooks, 1n author arrangement ori shelves 

Correspondence, in vertical flIes 

~ach piece ot input is tagged with numbers supplied, 
individually or in batches, from d sequence of unique 
numbers. 

ThUS the input talloWs branching paths, easilY select~d for 
the source or format, into categories, each of which is 
consistent within itself. 

These procedures clearly suit the convenience of an information 
center in accomplishina capture and storage. And they were 
desiqned to facilitate the production of various indexes for 
retrieval and to assist 1n retrieval of ·identified hardCOPY. 
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However, they will be satisfactory tor a Worksnop to the degree 
that they can be integr~ted into a system that meets the total 
retrieval needs of the worker as he tunctions In h1s Uffice. 
In this section, the retrieval needs of the Worker are ex~mlned 
and the means by which tney can be met are discussed. 
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IDENTIFYING THf RETRItVAL NEEDS OF THE WORKER 

As the worker logs in at his terminal, he receiv~s citations 
for his recent mail. If he gets Network delivery of his mail, 
he receives citations In EXEC for mail that has been sent him. 
He also receives SNDr~SG items ,that hellould like to transfer 
out of hIs message file into separate files. 

NEED 1. Means to retrieve full text of files sent him as 
mail In EXEC. 

In his initial file he receives citations for matl sent him 
throuqh the Online Journal. 

NE~D 2. Means to retrieve full text ot mail received in 
NLS. 

He would like to saVe the citation for later reference, but he 
wants to keep the mail bra~ch of hIs initial file cleaned up. 

NEE D 3. ~1 e a n s t 0 c las s i f y and s tor e use f u Ire fer en c est 0 

Journal ~al1 tor later reference. 

In the bodY of a Journal file he is readinq, there are 
references to other numbererl items, with links that 1ive him 
the expectation they are online. 

~EED 4. Means to retrieve items by number, without other 
identification of the item. 

He remembers that he h~s see~ otner dialogue on the SUbject of 
the item he is currentlY reading, but does not know the file 
numbers of the dialoaue items. 

NEED 5. Means to retrieve items by subject from the lJournal 
dialogue. 

He WiShes to rePlY, and to keep the online letter in Sight for 
reference, and perhaps to look at other files for reference. 

NEED h. Means to hold one tile in view for referenc~ while 
creatinq another. 

While lookina at a document, he needs to know What other 
documents reference it, update tt, supersede it, or make it 
obsolete. 
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N~EO 7. Means ot Placinq linkS In an existing document when 
new jntorMBtion r@levant to the docu~ent is created. 

He recalls a letter sent to him which he ~ould like to see 
again. 

N~ED R. Means to retripve offline correspondence. 

He is readY to answer a letter he received In the matI, and 
wants to refer to the notes ne made ~bout it wnen he 
received it. 

N E E~ D 9. f·1 e an S tot i e the r e cor d () fin C 0 lTl i n q ffl ail ton 0 t P. S 

marie about it, to retrieve both at once. 

He rememhers havinq seen a report issued bY National Science 
Foundation which contained d~ta he WOUld like to qUotp, and he 
woulrl like to get hold ot th~ rlocument. 

wtED 10. Means to locate an actual document which exists 
only in hardcopy, knOwing only the issuer and the 
qeneral subject. 

He wishes to cite the NSf document in a report tie is writinq. 

NEED 11. Means to retrieve a proper biblioqraphic citation 
for external documents. 
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NE~D 1. Means to retrieve full text of files sent him as mail 
1.n EXEC. 

l-'rovislon: lJslnq FTP accordinq to the scenario in Appendi.x 
D, tne recipient can create a copy of a Journal 
file received in hiS Network mail which can then 
be printed out on the line printer. 

Provision: MY the user proqram INMES, the recipient can 
convert a SNUMSG tile into an NLS file which can 
be read online or printed out. 

NEED 2. Means to retrieve full text of mail received In NLS. 

Provision: The recipient can jump to the file referenced by 
the link given In the citation, and read or print 
the file. 

Provision: He can give the command to print Journal mail, 
and get formatted printout of all files in the 
Journal mail branch of his initial file, 

NE~D 3. Means to classify and store useful references tD 
Journal mail tor later reference. 

PrOVision: He can selectivelY moVe the citations to a 
different branch of his initial file or to 
another tile and can use the sort program or 
place them where he likes~ He can add his 
comments about them, Later he can retrieve trom 
the stored file by content analysis, 

NEED 4. M.~ans to retrieve items by number, without other 
identification of the item. 

PrOVision: Online, the Worker gives the command to jump to 
the link which, if the item is currentlY online, 
brinqs him the complete text of the file, for 
reading or printing. 

~ote: If, due to lack of storaqe, the tile 
has been deleted, and resides on tape, he can 
1nterrogate archive and ask to have the 
computer operator read it In for him, after a 
short delay. If he then finds it is not of 
interest, this Is wasted effort, 
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Note: ftnrlin1 a nU~ber in link format, 
i.e., "(12345,)~, does not quarantee th~t the 
full text of the ltem reterrpd to was ever 
online. It may be a reference to a har1copy 
document which was cataloqerl, in which rasp 
the number apoe~rs as part of a statement name 
"A12345" 1n a catalog file of coded input and 
essentially is not retrievable. It may ne a 
number selecterl for ~ docu~ent thdt has not 
yet been 1ournalized, in which case only the 
number system knows to whom the number was 
assiqned. with the institution of a 
correspondence log, it ~ay be a nuwber 
assiqned to hardcopy correspondence. 

Provision: he can assume the number is for a dournal iteT!' 
and can ref~r to the hardcopy of Journal items In 
binders. 

Provision: He can load the online number indexes to tne 
J 0 1.1 rna 1, t 0 q eta u tho r, tit 1 e an rl d ate • I f h e 
tinds the citation, this m~y tell him whethpr he 
wants to pursue the item. 

Provision: He can search bY statement name In the document 
indexes, if they are online, to rliscOVer whether 
the n U !T; b e r was ass i q ned t 0 a n ext ern a 1 doc II men t • 

Note: Statement n~~ps of external docuwent 
citations rire the numoer prefixed oy "A"" 

Added Provision Needed: Wnen presented with a number in link 
format, the Norker should be able to query the 
system with one command, to find out what the 
nu~ber refers to. 

NE~D 5. Means to retrieve items by suoject from the Journal 
dialoque. 

PrOVision: The uSer can accesS an online copy of the 
litleword Index rUn on tne recent content of the 
Journal. He can search oy aSking for likely 
terms as statement names, or he can do a content 
search on the titles for words or for word stpms. 
from the citations found he c~n select numb~rs of 
items he would like to retrieve, and he can load 
the files or print them out. 
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Note: He can only retrieve items which 
contain the SUbject term in the title. 

Provision: He can run a proqr~m to retrieve by keywOrds 
lnserted by tne s~nd~r. 

Note: At present, few Keywords are input. 

Provision: He can run a proqram to retrieve by 
sUbcollectlon, when the subcollection capability 
15 utilized to form a set of items by sUbj~ct. 

Note: No practice exists at present to 
facilitate use of this capability except by 
the individual user1 he ~ay m~ke sUbject 
groups of his own input, but input bY others 
wtll ne put into such a subcollection only by 
mutual ~greement. 

Added Provision Needed: A thesaurus of selected keywords 
should be prepared, for the user to refer to in 
assiqninq keywords that will be most useful tor 
retrieval. This can be constructed, with thought 
and care, based on the keywOrds used by national 
data bases and by local catalogers In coding the 
external documents, and taKing into consideration 
the tltlewords found in Journal dialogue. 

Adned Provision Needed: Cataloq files for external documents 
need to be accessible as a class, 1ust as Journal 
links lead to Journal Items across directories. 

Added provision Needed: All files Which are indicated to be 
online should be available online, Without 
needlnq to be retrieved from arch1ve. 

NE~D 6. Means to hold one file in view for reference while 
creating another. 

Provision: USing the "SPlit screen" capability, he can 
divide his screen into two or more parts, and may 
load a file for reference while he creates 
another file, nr sends a message or file to the 
Journal. 

NEED 7. Means of placinq links in an existing document when 
new information relevant to the document is created. 
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Added Provision Needed: Tnere is currently no proviSion tor 
adding SUCh important information to a document 
which has oeen Journalized. 

N~ED 8. Means to retrieve offline corr~spondence. 

Provision: Online correSPondence logs, for the individual 
and tor the Office, will contain citations, 
includinq abstracts, to correspondence receiv~d 
only In hardcopy. T~e user can retrieve from 
these logs by content search, or by rUnninq a 
content analysis proqram to tilter the citations 
for items likely to meet his desire. From 
numbers in the citations, the user can qO to his 
own or the ntflce hardcopy correspon~ence files 
and retriev~ the items. 

,'Ii 0 t. e: Con ten t ;'l n a 1 y s j s rr ~ y be s low C') n t r: e se 
flIes, as on other larqe tiles. 

Provision: Indexes to Otfice correspondencp can be run, and 
kept online. 

N~FD 9. Means to tie the record of incoming mail to notes ~ade 
about it, to retrieve ooth at once. 

Provision: In both the Uffi~e correspondence 100 ~nd tne 
individual correspondence log, comments may he 
added as sUbstatements. 

Note: It Will be neCessary to inclUde the 
number of the item in the comment, because 
content retriev~lproqrams at present will 
retrieve only a sinqle statement, and the 
substatement will be individually retrieved. 

Added Provision Needed: for retrieval from catalbg dnri 
corresnondence files, and possiblY other flIes Qf 
two-level formats, progra~s ~re needed that will 
search by content from tne second-level and 
r~trieve both levels, or retrieve items such as 
statement namp from the upper level. 

NEED 10. Means to loc~te an actuaJ document wnich exists onlY 
in hardcopy, kno.ina onlY the issuer and the gener~l 
subject.. 
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Provision: Online Titleword Indexes may help, if the SUbject 
term Is in the title. 

Provision: It the topic was picked ~p in the abstract, or as 
a keyword, a content search of the online catalog 
tiles containing the full citation with abstracts 
and keywords will fInd the citation. 

Note: Online cataloq flIes in COded input 
form are difficult to read, and their 
whereabouts is not generally known1 they are 
not public flIes. Online files of fUll 
citations In formatted form are not now 
prepared, and are too long to keep online when 
storage is limited. This provision is 
therefore only theoretically useful at this 
time. 

Added PrOVision Needed: Indexes by issuing agency are 
needed, based on inout of agency name accordinq 
to a stand~rd form, so that USC, for ~xample, 
does not occur under four or five forms of the 
name under HUH, "University", "Southern", and 
"Department". 

NEED 11. Means to retrievp a proper bibliographic Citation for 
external documents. 

PrOVision: for dOcUments that the Uffice haS under 
blolioqraph1c control, there can eXist ftles of 
citations in stdndard format. 

~ote: Citations as formatted for tne online 
indexes are not adequate for the purpose. 

Provision: Online access to large national biblio~raphlc 
"data ba~es can provide a source of precise 
citations to use In referencing external 
documents and periodicals. 

Note: Capability to access these data bases 
1s still a separnte operation, but efforts are 
being made to tie these in to an Office 
utility. 

Added Provision Needed: Proqrams are needed to reformat 
coded bibliographic input into citations suitable 
tor lists of references, in addition to tMe 
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programs now existlno which format for indexes 
an~ for fUll cataloq-card format. 

Expanslnn ot index conceots include~ in the NeedS above. 

It maY appear initiallY attractlv~ to merqe citations to ~ll 
forms of material into a combined index tor the classes of 
item handled bv the user: online files, offline hardCoPY of 
dOCllJTIents, and oftllne corresponrjence. rvlaking separatp 
indexes for these categories 1s of benefit to the user 1n 
that: 

The intormation to be retrieved for each ot these differs 
enoUqh so that the content of the citation should ditfer. 
for pXdmple, the address~e of d letter is important, the 
recipient of a document is not siqnificant. Programs to 
extract the appropriate elements will run better if the 
base on which they operate is consistently formatted. 
Also, the output wl11 be more readily understood it thp 
Citations are consistent. 

The expectation of the searcner is ditterent for 
differ~nt cateqories. He does not expect to tind an 
overall discussion of a sUb1ect in a letter as he might 
in ~ document. 

Doc U Ol en t san d bOO k 5 In a y bet r e <3. ted asp U t) 1 i c k now 1 e d q e , 
Journal dialoaup and correspondence may not be assumed to 
be public. 

Recause files have practical li~lts, and must be divided 
In some way, division by cate00rY 15 ~ore slg~iticant 
than an arbitrary division base~ only on length of til~. 

from an online index to the Journal, the online text can 
be retrieved: an online index to correSPondenc~ or 
docnrl1ents is a dea:i enrl as far nS online retrieval 15 
concerned. Mixing references that lead to online 
retrieval with those that Mn not is not as helptul to the 
searcher as separatinn them. 

Battler'ttHH'I integrate citatj,ons for various forms into one 
index, the form of the material should be clear from the 
number used as address, and separate indexes should be 
produced. Combined indexes can always be produced from 
merging thp separate indexes 1f and wh~n this is desired. 
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DISCUSSION OF ADDED PROVISIONS NEED~D 

Added Provision Needed: When presented with a number in link 
format, the Worker should be able to query the system with one 
command, to find out what the number refers to. 

~umbers work well as addresses, but they have no intr1nsic 
information value. When the Worker commands a jump to link, 

. he needs to be presented with the file for which this Is the 
address, or he needs to be given Inform~tion to allow him 
otherwise to find the item. This Is particularly necessary 
If the numbered item is not in online form at all. The 
following are suggested provisions to meet the need. 

All numbers could be aiven a letter prefix to indicate 
their form and location. As a number beqinning with "A" 
refers to a hardcopy document which has been cataloqed, 
Journal items should be prefixed with "J", correspondence 
with "C", and so on as any other categories are set up_ 
"M" would be used for "Microfiche" when that form 1s 
machine-retrievable. 

If a file has been archived, as for lack of space, the 
user should receive a citation to it ~s a response. This 
system should respond "Journal file" if that is what it 
is and qive him the full information needed to retrieve 
it. 

If a number refers to an external document, he snould 
receive the response "Cataloq file" and a citation to it 
trom the Cataloq files Which indicates whether it exists 
in hardcopy onlY. 

If a number reters to incominq correspondence, the 
message should say "Correspondence" and qive an 
appropriate citation. 

Added ProVision Needed: A theSaurus of selected keywords ShoUld 
be prepared, for the user to refer to In assiqning keywords 
that will be most useful for retrieval. This can be 
constructerl, with thought and care, based on the keywords used 
by national data bases. and by local catalogers In coding the 
external documents, and taking into consideration the 
titlewords found In Journal dialogue. 

Random user-selected keywords have never proved satisfactorY 
for good retrieval. Control of vocabulary, so that input 
and retrieval can be well-matched, can be achieved only by 
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preparing a standard thesaurus and making it easily 
available. the basis tor the construction of sUCh a 
thesaurus on sUbjects related to networklnq exists in the 
citations In Catalog flIes. A thesaurus for other Office 
and Community interests could be built as the tiles of 
Information accumulate. 

Added Provision Needed: Cataloo files for external documents 
need to be accessible as a class, just as Journal links l~~d to 
Journal items across directories. 

Althouqh Journal items reSide In SeParate directories, When 
a linK is 01ven, the directory need not be spec1fied. To 
achieve aood retrieval of citations, a similar capaoility is 
needed: a link referrinq to a citation should lead to the 
citation wherever it resi~es. 

Added Provi5jor~ Needed: All tiles that ar€> indicated to be 
online should te available online, without needinq to be 
retrieved trom archive •. 

ThiS will be POSSible onlY with increased storaqe 
capability. 

Ad ci e d Pro vis 10 n l'J e e d e d: For ret r i e val fro mea tal 0 9 and 
correspondence files, and possibly other files Of two-lev~l 

formats, proqrams are ~epderl that will search by content from 
th~ second-l~vel and rp.trieve both levels, or retrieve items 
S II C has 5 tat e nl e n t n a:-n e fro'll the UP per 1 eve I • 

Citations for rlocuments WoUld be ~ore UsefUl if the abstract 
coUld be inserted as ~ substatement. And provision eQUId be 
made for jnsertion of other sp~cified information in even 
lower statements. Then proqrRms are needed to extract the 
upper-level statement, the basic Citation, at the time the 
content search locates a match in the second-levei 
statpmpnt. 

Added Provision Needed: Indexes hy lssuinY agency are needed, 
based on input of agency name accordino to a standard torm, so 
that USC, for example, does not occur under four or five forms 
oft hen Ii rr e u n de r " lJ ", " Un 1 v e r 5 i t y", " Sou the r n II, and 
"Department". 

A list of standard agency names neeis to be prepared, so 
that biblloaraphic input can follow the standard name and so 
that index proarams run on the Catalog, Journal, and 
Correspondence data bases can put related items tonether. 
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Eventually, to reduce redundancy in inPut, an Identfile-like 
table miqht be bUilt to allow conversion of aqency idents to 
output of full agency name. 

Added Provision Needed: Programs are needed to reformat coded 
bibliograptlic input into Citations suitable for lists of 
references, in addition to the programs now existing that 
format for Indexes and for full catalog-card format. 
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The online retrieval aids ~val1able to the Knowledge WorkshoP 
make retrieval of online dialoque a capability of oreat value 
and even greater potential. At present, there are missing 
components which when supplied wIll make the Office Worker's 
terminal his point of retrieval for all information which has 
come to his attention. Added provisions are needed as 
described in this section. 
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INFORMATION GATHiRED FROM ~XTERNAL PUBLICATIONS 

ORDERING AND HECEIVING PUBLICATIONS 

periodical subscript~ons 

premise: 

SUbscriptions will be Placed for the Office, from a lis~ selected DY the 
staff. WeeklY ana dailY perfodicals ana new6papers neea not De ~necked in 
as receiveo; periodic&l~ of less frequency Will be cnecked in. 

procedures; 

1. compile a list of titles currently receivea by the vf!ice or cy 
individual staff members. --

2. From a sUbject lis~lng of periodical titles, select .ddi~iollal titles 
wnich would appear to be of interest in tne work of the Off~ce. 

3. CirCUlate the list to all members, requestin~ tnem ~c indicate titles 
they a) deslre to llave aVailable in the Office, bl Qes~re to nave 
routed to them. . 

Note: If the Office is part of an org~nization with a itrong library, 
this service m~y not neeo to be an independent operation; the 
library may already have arrangements for browsing or routing. 

4. Make a card file of SUbscriptions placed, with the names of those who 
requested and of those to who~ issues are to ce routeg. lhese cards 
ShOUld nave boxes for entering the dates of issue~ ati received. 

). ~nen an issue arrives, mark the SUbscription card w~tn the 188ue 
number and the date received. 

6. stamp the issue With a s~amp indicating it is the property Of the 
Oi,fice. 

1. AttaCh ~ routing 8lip to anY issue o~ a periOdical for ~hicn routine 
h~S been requested. No cirCUlation card is necessary. 

b. Forward to cataloi~r. 
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INFORMATION GATHERED FROM EXTERNAL PUB~IUATIONS 

ORDERING AND HECEIVING PUBLICATIONS 

periodical ~ubscriptions 

premise: 

In a~dition. tne computer~Ca8eQ system assumes use of tne ONLINi JOU"NAL 
SYSTEM and the IDENT S~STEM. 

see: Journal User Guide (userguides, journal-&Uide,) and (userguides, 
journal-guide,4) and sections 4~ ana 4b. . 

Procedures: 

1. (same) 

2. (:)ame) 

J. ANNOUNCEMENT of the list. and how to indicate select~ons from it, 
should be SENT ONLINE AS A JOURNAL MESSAG~. -

4. The .LIST, With PU~lisher anu price information as sUDstatements, may 
be kEPT ONLINE, AND IDENTS OF THOSE APPROVIHG OR ~~SIRINU ROUTING MA~ 
Eh ADDED TO EACH. THE ONLINE LIST COULD ~E EXPANDED IN PUR~OSE TO 
INCLUDE NOTATION OF ISSUES AS R~C~IVED. (This procedure in itself has 
no advantage over a carQ file, in whiCh all Of tn.s 1nformation can be 
e~silY noted and more easilY read. 

5. El.TER AS A SUaSTATEMENT THE DATE OF I::iSUE 'RECJl:I_VED, AND 'IHE DATE 
J(}l;CEIVE~. 

6. (same) 

7. (:)ame) 

8. (Same) 
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INFORMATION GATH~RED FROM ~XTERNAL PUBLICATIONS 

Report orders 

Various inaexes will be scanned for selection of indivlQUal reports to be 
ordered. Orders Will ~e Placed for such reports and for reports from 
other sources, as desired by the Office members. 

procedures: 

1. Have eaCh issue 01 Uovernment keports Announcefflents scannedb~ a 
desi~na~ed Office staff memcer ~o select reports of ~nterest. other 
indexin, and announcement bUlletins are also to be scanned. 

2. Place orders for selected reports, in hardcopy anQ/or microfiChe, witt 
NTiS and other document agencies as appropriate, trtrougn procedures 
satiSfactory to the Office's parent organization. 

Note: Files of reports in microfiChe may be bUilt at relativelY small 
expense in money and space, in anticipation Of use. Reports of 
immediate interest may be ordered in both forms, and the hardcopy 
discarded after immediate Use. 

J. Make a copy of each order and the announcement from Which lt is 
selected, and file alPhabeticallY b~ title in an order folder. A 
duplicate may be filed bY agency. 

4. When a report arrives, mark receiVed and the date rece1ved on the copy 
of the order, and mcVe order ~o a Received folder. 

5. S~arnp the hardcopy report as property of the Office. 

6. Make a cirCUlation card, giving bibliograpnic inform~~1on. 

7. Forward to catRloger. 

keport Dis~ribution Requ~sts 

premise: 

The Office will request ~o be placed on the districution lists of other 
o~fices ana Laboratories doing work of interest to thiS Office. 

JClb 

.3l:lJ.l:ll 

.3CJ.b2 

,;clc 

3blcl 

procedures: jC1C2 

1. Sen~ form letter to those government and academic groups Whose 
technical and progress reports are cf continUing interest. 

2. F1le a copy of the form letter to each audreSiee in an order folder, 
by addressee nameQ. File copies of report public~tion announcement. 
from tnese groups in the same folder. 

~. As requests are granted or refused. file tnese repl~es w1th the 
appropriate copies. 



EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT OF A 
SMALL COMPUTE,R-;\UttbENTED INFORMATI()N Sl'STEM 

SRI-AHC 31 DEC 13 214~) 
Annual Report to O~R 

computer-basea iroceaures 

INFORMATION GATHERED FROM ~XTERNAL PUBLICATIONS 

Report Orders 

pr"emise: 

(same) 

Procedures: 

1. (Same) 

2. (Same; 

3. periodicallY, probably weeklY, BIBLIOGRAPHIC INfORMATION FO~ EACH 
REPORT, IN A STANDARD FORMAT, MAY BE INPUX TO AN ONLINE FI~~ or 
R~PORTS ON ORDER. 

AESTRACTS MA~ BE ENTERED AS suaSTA1EMENTS. WITH AN EMPT~ STATiMENT IF NO 
ABSTRACT IS AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME. INSERT TMi NAME OF ~HE ~~QUESTOR 
A~ A THIRD·LEVEL SUBSTATEMENT. THESE REFER~NCES MA~ ~E ACC£~SED ONLINE 
BY SCANNING OR 8Y CONTENT ANALYSIS. THIS FILE MAY BE PRINTED OUT IN 
DUPLICATE, and each reference cut and pasted on a carQ to be 1iled in 
a har~cO~y file by title and uy agency. In this way, t~o useful points 
e! entry may be maintained. THE OriLIN~ FILE MAY Bi SORTAD S~ ENT~Y. 
(Unline entrY has tne advanta~e of creatini a 111e wnlcn may be used 
in CREATING ONLINE BIBLIOGRAPHI~S AND CATALOGS. (se~ AppenQ1X B~). 

4. When a report is received, tne ONLINE ENTRY MAY BE MO~IFI~~ 10 GIV~ 
DAT~ OF REC~IPT AS A fOURTH-L~VEL SUBSTATEMJNT, 

;i. (same) 

6. A CIRCULATION CARU MA~ ~E G~N~RATED 8~ PR~NTING THE riAFE~EN~E. lSee .3 
aeave'. If an ONLINE CIRCULATION SYST~M is part ot tne system. no 
C-rds WOUld be needed. lsee Announcement and D18semlna~1on'. 

Report ~1s~r1but1on ~eQuests 

premise: 

procedures: 

1. THE FORM LETTER MAY BE GENERATED bY THE LATTER US~R P~OG~AM. 

ll~ef: (user-prols, -contents, l~) '. 

2. A Copy uF EACH LETTiR MAY BE KEPT ONL1NE, AND A FOLLO~-UP PROCI~URE 
INSTITUTED, BASED ON DATE OF ENTRY •. 

J. R~PLIES MAY BE INDICATED IN TH~ ONLIN~ FILE. (Tnia proceaure would be 
burdensome, and is no~ recommendeQ). . 

Note: Executing tnese procedures online nas no particular aavantage 
over using. form letter and filini a copy. SUCh a f1le hal no 
purpose for cOlnmunicat1on, retr1eV.l, or reformatt1ng~ ana aoes not 
tie into anY o~her Drocesses. 
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EXPEWIMENTAL D~V~lOPMENT OF A ShI-A.KC jl DEC '(3 214.,3 
SMALL COl1PUTJ..R-AUtaj~NTED I NF(';RMATICN S:tSTEM Annual Hepor~ to O~ri 

Non-compy t,er-c&. sed l~l~cc,;ed ures 

INFONMATIOH GATH~R~D FNOM EXTE~NAL PUBLICATIONS 

BOOKS 

Premise: 

Publ~sherst catalogs and publicity not1ces, and book reV1ews from 
periodicals will be brought to toe attention of Of11ce-m~mbers. Tneir 
selections will be oraere~ by procedures sa~isfactory ~othe parent 
organization. 

procedures: 

1. Post or circulate announcements and reviews to ~ntereste~ members. 

2. Place orders either directly or ~hrougn a library, accor~ini to 
organizational procedures. 

J. File copies of the orders and of the announcements 1n tne oraer 101der 
w~tn report orders, alphabetically by title. lnaicate on tne copy the 
name of the requestor. . 

4. Wl1en a book is received, mark tne order recora as received and give 
date of receipt. 

S. Stamp tne bOOK as property of the Off1ce. 

6. Mak~ a circulation card, giving b1b110grapnic 1nform~tion. 

7. Furward to ~ataloger. 

Jbla 

JCJ.dl 

JbJ.Q2 



EXPERIMENThL DEVELOPMENT Of A 
SMALL COMPUT~R-AUGMENTED INFOWMATION SYSTEM 

SRI-AriC J1 DEC 73 ~14~3 
Annual Report to O~k 

com~uter-baSeQ Proceaures 

INFORMATION uATH~RED FROM ExtERNAL PUdLICATIONS 

BoOk; 

premise: 

(same) 

procedures: 

:... (saIne) 

2. (same) 

J. perio~1callY. probaclY weeklY, BIBLIOURAPriIC IN(ORMATIO~ FOR iAC~ 
BOOK, IN A STANDARD FORMAT, MAY BE INPUT TO AN dNLIN' FIL~ or SO OKS ON 
ORDER. ABSTRACTS SHOULD BE ENTiRED AS SUBSTATEMEN~S. AN ~MfT~ -
S~ATEMENT SHOULD BE ENTERED IF NO ABSTRACT IS AVAILAdL~ AT THIS TIME. 
Tl1ese references may ce ACCESSED ON~INE dY SCA~~ING OR ~~ WONTENT 
ANALYSIS. Tnis file may be PRINTED OUT IN DUPLIOAtE, ana eaCh 
reference cut and pasteaon a carC to be file~ in a nardcoPY file by 
title an~ by author. THE ONLINE FILE MAY BE SORLE~ ~~ ENTRl. IT MA~ BE 
MERGED WITH THE ONLINE REPORT FILE if neither 18 larie. (Onl~ne entry 
has the advantage ot creating a file that may be U8ea-1n C~iATING 
ONLINE BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND CATALOGS. 

4. When a boOk is receive<2, the ONLINE ENTR~ SHOULD Si MO~IFIED TO GIVE 
DArE OF RECEIPT AS A FOURTH-L~VEL SiATEMENT. 

s. (Same' 

6. A CIRCULATION CARD MAY BE GENERATED a~ PRINTING THE ~ErEriENCi. iSee 3 
above}. 

7. (S&.me) 
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EXPENIMENTAL VEVLlOPMiNT OF A S~.l.-A.KC .,1 D1£li 'IJ ~J.4.sJ 
SMALL CUMPUT~R-A~GME~TED INFORMATION SYSTEM Annual Repcirt to O~H 

INFORMATION GATH~RED F~OM EXTERNAL PUB~ICATIONS 

.CATAl.OGING 

periOdicals 

preIilise: 

Articles pertinent to the work of the Office shoulO be captureo for 
announcement and retrieval. 

Th.e.level Of effort should be determined by estimation Of benetlt to ~he 
Office. Factors to be considered are: extent of use Of sUch literature cy 
the Office, availability Of a large tecnnical libl'ary and information 
service, and aVailability Of an online search service, SUch as ~IALOG, 
ORBIT or BASIS-70, by which large external bibliograPhlc d~ta cases ca~ -
be accessed. 

prOcedureS: 

1. One or more Office members will scan the neW iSSues for pertinent 
articles. 

~. ~ake a PhO~ocoPY Of the article and a PhotocoPY of tne contents page 
of the periOdical and Place as a coVer Sheet, ~ith a colored mark 
indicating the article at~ached. OnlY it the periOdical collection is 
cOM~lete anu all issues are SaVed for several years i8 it aavisacle ~c 
jepend on the original issue for retrieval. 

J. Write the author's name 61" an accession number on tne upper left 
corner. depenQing on Whether the filing sYstem Chosen i8 to ce oy 
author or bY number. 

4. select elem~nts of the citation: author, t~tle, perioaical, a&te, ana 
SUbject words,to be recordea in step ~. 

s. Type a card in standard citation format, With SUbjeC~ wordS listed at 
the bottom. 

6. On a PhotocoPY machine. make as many cop1es Of the caro as necessary 
to supPly one for each ca1;,alog entry pOint. 

7. On each set of catdl, underline in red on each card one Of the author, 
t1tle. or SUbject entries. 

8. (l~ot necessa.ry). 

9. Each Week, sort tne accumUla1;,ion Of cardS accora1ng to the underlined 
entry on each. The accumulatea set is then to be 1n~ertiled 1n the 
card catalog. 

10. (Not necessary). 

11. (NO comParable prOduct). 

l2. (NO comparable prOduct). 
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~XPERIMENTAL ~tV~LOPMEHT OF A 
SMALL cOMPUTER-AUGMENTtD INFOHMATION S~STEM 

5HI-AHC 31 DEC 73 ~14SJ 
Annual Repcirt to O~k 

computer-based ~rcCeQUre8 

INFORMATION GATHERED FHOM EXTERNAL PUBLICATIONS 

CATALOGING 

perlodicala 

premise: 

(Same) 

In aadition, an ONLINE FILE OF CLTATIONS WILL aE PRO~U~~~ AND AEPT 
UP-TO .. DATE. 

procedures: 

1. (Same). 

2. (Same). 

3. A number from a preassigned block wil~ be written on the upper right 
corner. 

4. on a co~ing sheet designed for the purpose enter ~he appropriate data 
elements for the citation. It may seem a savini to enter the c1tation 
6nline without this step, but experience will prove that 1nclu~lng 
thi~ step is time-saving. 

S. From the coding sheet, TYPE ONLINE TH~ CITATION in th~ selected input 
. format, i.e., IN CODED OR IN CITATION FORMAT. 

6. (Not necessary). 

7. (Not necessary). 

8. Each week, or when SO citations have Deen entered, RUN PROOFING 
PROURAMS, and cheCk that entries are correctlY enterea and spelled. 

9. A~ selected intervalS, RUN ~H& CATALOG PROGRAMS TO fORMAT TH~ ENTRIES 
INTO A dOOK-TYPE CATALOG AND TO PRODUCE AUTHOR AND KiXWOHD INDEXES, 
AND possiblY a SUBJECT INDEX to number entries, MaKe tnese cata~ols 
available online, . 

10. E~it tne output for errors and inconsistencies wh1cn appear. 

ll. PRINT OUT and issue A HARDCOP~ INDEX. 

~2. Make the CATALOG AVAILABLE O~LINE. 
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EXPEHIMEN1~L D~V~L0PMEN! Of A SHI-A.kC 3l VEC '(3 ~14~j 
SMALL COMPUT1R-AU~MENTED IWFONMATION SYSTEM Annual Repcirt to O~ri 

Non-compu te,r-tased Prccedures 

INFORMATION GATH~RED FROM EXTERNAL PUBLICA~IONS 

RePorts 

premise: 

~elected reports W~ll be cataloged, to be accessea a~on& w1~n perioaic,l 
articles and bOOKS. 

procedureS: 

BOOkS 

1. Reports Which arrive gratuitously ana reports ordered for their 
presumed interest will be examined for their probable relev~nce to tne 
work of the Office. 

2. Filing entry-"usuallY a seria~ number, a COded nota~ion, or a label 
g~ving ori~inating agency and part1al title, according to the 
arrangement selected 10r the report file--will be affixed to the upper 
left corner. 

3. Elements of the citation: originating agency, author, ti~le, date, 
abstract and SUbject wordS, will be selected, to be recorded in step 
4. 

4 - 8. (Same as 5 - 9 for periOdicalS). 

premise: 

BOOk~ acquired on Office funds, for part~cular use of one ~orker or 
general use by tne Office, will be catalogea and processea for the 
Office. 

proce<:'1ures: 

1. Elements of the citation; autnor, title, pUblisher~ Qate, anQ 
abstract, will be selected, to be recorded in step 2. 

2 - 6. (Same as 5-9 for periOdicals). 

3c2b 

)021:)1 

3b~b2 

3b2c 

,302cl 

Slides, Photographs, any other Special materials 

premise: 

,302d 

,3b201 

AnY and all formS of information shoula be marKed, catalogeQ and made 
retrievable. 

proceOures: 

An¥ and all forms of hardcopy information can be controlleQ ~y a~apt1ng 
procedures Used for materialS aboVe. 

Jb2d2 



EXPE~IMENTAL D~V~LuPMENT OF A SRI -A~C .31 DEC If J ,,145) 
SMALL COMPUTER-AUGMENTED I~FORMATION S~STEH Annual Repcirt to·O~R 

computer-based proceaures 

INFORMATION GATH~RED F~OM EXTERNAL PUBLIOATIONS 

premise: 

(same) • 

In ~d~ition: an ONLINE FILE 01 CITATIONS WILL ~~ PNO~UCiD A~D KiPT 
UP-TO-DATE. 

procedures: 

1. (same). 

2 - 10. (~ame as J - 11 for periodicals), 

BoOks 

premise: 

(same). 

In aUdition, an ONLINE FILE OF CITA~IONS WILL BE PROLUCi~ AND KtPT 
UP-T(J-l)A~E. 

proce<lur~s: 

l.(S-..me). 

2 - lO. (Same as J- 11 for perioaicals). 

Slid~S, lihotograPhl, Any Other speCial Materia.ls 

premise: 

(same) 

ilrocedures: 

1. (sarne). 

2 - ~2. special codes will be used, as determined cy the na~ure of tne 
collect-ion. 
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EXPEHIMENTAL rEV1LOPM£~T OF A 
SMAL~ COMPUTER-AUGMENTliD INFORMATIO~ S~STEN 

Non .. C" in put e r - t: a s e (1 P 1"0 C e d u res 

INFORMATION GATH~RED FHOM EXTERNAL PUBLICATIONS 

ANNOUNCEMENT AND DISSEMINATION 

premise: 

SRI-AHC J1 UEU 73 2~4~J 
Annual Report ~o ON~ 

PUb11ca~ions receive~ in the Office will Oe given Office-w~ae PUCliCity, and 
will be made availab~e quicklY and wi~elY. JbJal 

procedures: JOJb 

1. PhotocoPY an~ post or display ~n a binder the con~ents pages of all new 
profess1onil periodicalS. JCJOl 

2. PhotocoPY ind post or display in a binder the title anu aostract pages of 
all new reports judged to be pertinent. . 30Jb2 

3. Route all new journal issues as requested. 

4. Circulate all books and hardcopy reports to requestors. 

11 



EXPERIMENTAL DEViLOPH~NT OF A SRI-ARC 3J. Dlt,;C '(3 214,,3 
SMALL COMPUT:Er,,-AUGMEN'l'J,:;D IHFORMATION S13TEM Annual Report to ONR 

Computer-casea ~roceyures 

INFORMATION GATHiRED FROM EXTERNAL PUBLICATIONS 

A~NOUNCEMENT AND DISSEMINATION 
.----------------------------- 3b3 

premise: 3031. 

(same) 3bJal 

procedures I 303b 

1. (same) 
AN ONLINE JOURNAL ANNOUNCEMENT SHOULD B~ SENT TO THE OFFICi STAFr. GIVING 
TITLES AND ISSUE DATES OF NEW ISSUES AS RECEIVED.· 3bJbl 

2. EACH WEEK THE REFERENCES ADDED FOR NEW REPORTS AND BOOKS SHOULD BE MADE 
AVAILABLE TO ALL ONLIN! READERS. ' - 3b)b2 

3. (same) 

~. (Same) 

12 
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EXPEHIMENTAL rEV~L0P~E~T Of A 
SMALL CO~PUTBP-AUGMEN~~D INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Non .. com put e t' ... 'c as e (t P t <.J C e d u res 

INFORMATION GATHARED FROM EXTERNAL PUBLICATIONS 

RETRIfiVAL 

prem;i.se: 

All items cataloge~ shoUl~ be retrievable. 

proceduresl 

SRI-AHC "l !JEt; 73 2.&.4,)) 
Annual Report to'ONR 

1. Retrieval of citations may be accomplished bY looking in the card catalog 
under author, title or sUbject work. 3b4bl 

2. Retr1eval of a periOdical article may be accomplished b~ noting tne 
author's name, or the serial number if that is the tiline mode (see 
Section 3b2a2), and looking in the COllection for this item. ~he item may 
be borrowed from the collection by filling out an "out" card ana 
substitutin~ it in the collection. 30402 

3. Retr1eval of a document may be accomPlished by noting the serial number 
or coded notation (See section 302b) ana looking in tne collection for 
the item. The item may be borrow eO by the same procedure' al,2. 3b4b3 

4. Retrieval of a book may ce accomplished Oy noting the author, ana looking 
in the collection for the item. It may be borroweO by tilling out a card 
as in 2. 3C4C4 

5. Retrieval of a photograph, sliOe, or other item may ce accomplishea by 
accessinl special collection ana removing by placing a r~cord of toe 
removal. ~C~b> 

Note; The success of this system depends on keeping tnese collections under 
surveillance. The honor System w1ll not work. J04b6 

13 



EXPEkIHE~IAL tEVELOPMENT OF A 
SMALL COMPUT~R-AUCHEWT~D I~FORMATICN S~STEM 

INFORMATION GATHERED fROM EXTERNAL PUBLICATIONS 

RETRI1:,;VAL 

SHI-A~C )1 DEC () 2l4)J 
Annual Report ~o ONR 

computer~baseQ Proceaures 

--------- JD4 
premise: JC4a 

(same). 3b4a1 

proce~ures. 3D4b 

1. Retrieval of citations may be accomplishe~ by use of OlrLIN~ fRINTiD 
INDEXES AND ONLINE INDiXiS GENERATED B~ INDEXING PHOGRAMS. Such. in~exel 
will include: AUTHOR. TITLEWORP. AND SUBJECT TERM INDEXE~. (See allo 
Section 4e). ':;b4bl 

2 - s. (Same). - 3b4D2 

Note: (Same). In a~~ition, success of retrieval Of citation. aepend. on 
frequent running of indexing procrams, to keep the indexel up-to·~ate. JD4C3 

14 



EXPEHI0ENtAl tEViLOFMENT OF A 
SMALL COMPUT~~-AUGMENt~D I~FORHATION S~STE~ 

SkI-AhC Jl DEU (3 ~l4,j 
Annual Report ~o ONR 

NOn-CC)f;lPU tel' -t a. se(l proced u res 

INTELLIGENCE GENERATED BY THE INDIVIDUAL IN HIS WORK 

premi'e: 

All 1~eas, plans, an~ research results pro~uceQ bY the Office worker shoUld be 
capture~, some to be retained for his personal use, anQ some to be released for 
~ialogue With other workers. He shoUl~ be provi~ed privacy for such 
intelligence until he Wishes to release it. 

proce~ures: 

1. The !n~1vidual ShOUld make handwritten, t~ped or dictated notes of all ideas 
to be eXPlored, plans to be deVeloped, and research reSUlts prodUCed? 

~. Notes are to be transcribe~ as desired. 

3. These notes and preliminary reports can be filed in binders or folders by a 
scheme aeviseu bY the Worker. 

h. The !n~1vi~ual can disCUSS the topiCS with coworkers, and give them copies 
of Such items as WOUld be of interest to tnem. 

5. Some means.of subject annotation in addition to the filing arrangement 1n .3 
can be devise~. This may De a SUbject crOSs-index Which tne individual 
maintains. 

See: personal Files Sectioh 4~ 

6. He may access his collection ot notes and p~pers bY l'eferr1ng to nis SUbject 
index an~ pUlling out the referenced notes. 

7. SUCh Collections ot notes can be pooled for use of tne group. 

Note: When this mode of operation is not explicitly encouraged, it tendS to be 
neglected, and frUitfUl ideas, Pl.ns, and reSUlts are not captUred. when 
well worked out and mainta1nea. a manual system can ach1eve the same result 
for the indivi~ual as a computer-based system in this application. Group use 
of suCh collections is rare. 
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EXPEkIMENTAL n~VELOPMENT OF A 
SMALL COMPUTER-AUGMENTED INFORMATION SYSTEM 

SRI-ARC jl DEC 73 ~1~)3 
Annual Heport to·ON~ 

INTELLIGENCE GEN£HATED BY THE INDIVIDUAL IN HIS wONK 

premisel 

Computer-oased proceaures 
3c 

jcl 

(Same) 

In aaaition: ONLINE FILE CREATION tor recording the worker~s output 18 proviaed 
ana its use encouragea. 

proceaures: 

1. on a TERMINAL available to him at all times, the otfice worker can INPUT hi. 
i~eas, Plans, ana result. as they occur to him. He Will be ORiATI~u FILES I~ 
HIS PERSONAL DIRECTORY. 

Ref: TNLS User Guide (userguides, tnls-oeginners, o:x)~ 

or: (ijournal,19200,) or ARC 19200 in haracopy 

or: DNLS User Guide (usercuides, anls-intro, l:wn~ 

2. Hls ROUUH INPUT CAN BE EDITED AND FURMATTED ONLINE, by a clerK i% ne 
desire •• INPUT IT~ELF CAN B~ PERrOHMED by a clerk FROM HI~ ~itTT~N NOTES, 
USING TtiE OFFLINE SYSTEM "DEX". 

Hef: D~X User GUiae (userguides, uex-primer, l;W) 

3. ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS MAY BE MADE TO THE ONLINE wORKING FILES, A~D TBEX 
MAY BE SEPARATED,COMBINED, AND LINKED ~o conform to anY filing arranlement. 

See: Personal Files -- Section 31 

Note: ThiS moae of operation encouragea the recordinl and updatinl 01 tne 
worker i • intellectual effort, at any leVel ot perlonal participation or 
clerical lupport he desireS. Tnis mOde requires train in I anc cont1nuea Use 
Of the'online system. 

4. Tne worKer IhoUld JOURNALIZE SUCH A FILEi wtlether he distributel it to 
others or not, he Will have made a RECORD Which 11 PLACED IN HIS IhITIAL 
FILE, to WhiCh he can REFER ONLINE, without tne neceslity of ¥eepinl it in 
his online working space. 

Ref: J6urnal User GUiCe (userguiCes,journal-guiae,) 

S. In Journalizing, he may u.e the KEYWORDS provision, by whicn ne can ATTACH 
SUBJECT TERMS TO THE RECORD. 

Hef: Journal User Guide (u8erguiCeB. journal-guide, o:.ay) 

6. He can USE CONTENT ANALYSIS OF HIS JOURNAL OITATIONS TO SiL'CTIV&LXRjTRIEVE 
FILES H~ HAS JOURNALIZED. CONTENT ANALYSIS RETRIEVES FROM ALL TEXl IN THE 
CITATION: TIT~EWORDS AND KEYWORDS would be used for tne present purpole. 

Ref: Content Analyzer primer (userluides, L10-Iuide, 3aawl 

7. others ~n the office can USE CONTENT ANALYSIS TO RETRIEVE fROM THE JOURNAL 
RECORD. 

In a~dition, CATALOG PROGRAMS can be usea to PNODUCE INDE~ES Of ALL 
JOURNALIZED ITEMS OR SUBSETS OF THESE. 

Ref: (user~procs, -u.erguide, l:X) 

Note: The Online Journal encourage' formalizing note. of 1nd1v1aual work, and 
provides a mechanlM FOR THE wORKER AhD OTHERS TO AUGM.NT ThE USIOF 
INTELLIGENCE WHICH OTHERWISE MAY ESOAPE CAPTURE. 
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EXPERIMENTAL r~V~LOPME~T OF A SRI-AriC ..11 D~~ 'I') ~14>j 

SMALL COMPUT1R·AUGMENT~D INFORMATION S~STEM Annual Report to UNR 

INTELLIGENCE GENERATED B~ DIALOGUE IN THE OFFI~E 

Prem1.e: 

To la1n the greatest sYmbio~1c aQVantage of ~he Office workers: effor~., the 
sharing ot ideas and results should ue encouraged. 

procedures: 

1. within the constraints of secrecy or conf14entiality, workers discuss their 
work wi~h their coworkers. 

2. Meetings of teams, groups and dep&rtments convene, for wh1cn it is usefUl to 
prepare agenda.. 

3. Minutes of tbe meetings can be recorded and distributed. 

~. Periodic progress reports can te prepared and disseminated internallY. 

S. Minutes and repor·ts can be indexed by the same procedures .s are used for 
external documents. 

See: External reports Section 3b~b. 

6. Notes and comments !nay be added to the group file copies to recora reactions 
or actions taken. 
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EXPEWIHENIAl ~EV~LOPM~NT OF A 
SMALL COMPUTER-AUGHENT~D INFORMATION S~STEH 

SRI-AWe 31 DEC 73 ~14~J 
Annual Report to ONR 

INTELLIGENCE GEN~RATED BY DIALOGUE IN THE OFFICE 

premise: 

(Same) 

In addition: Workers Should carryon continuinc dialoKue between individuals 
and among teams utiliZing the ONLIN~ JOURNAL SYSTEM in place of· verbal . 
Q1alolue and handwritten or typed notes. 

Use o~ the ONLINi JOURNAL SYSTEM to distribute agenda, to immediatelY record 
thoughts presented and conclu8ions reaChed auring the meeting, and to 
distribute these recordl 'hoUld be provided and ule encouraged. 

procedures: 

1. Individual WORKERS, as theY develop ideas, may RECORD THEIR IUAAS IN FILES 
AND JOURNALIZE THE FILES. DISTRIBUTING THAM ONLINE to COlleagues in tne 
Office. 

COLLEAGUES may then RECOR~ THEIR COMM~NTS AND JOURNALIZE TH~M, WITH LINKS to 
tie the iteml tOgether. 

Ref: TNLS User GUide (userguides,tnls~addreSs,ld~ 

2. AGENDA for a meetinc may be prepared. and INPUT ONLINi AND DIST~lduTED BY 
THE ONLINE JOURNAL SYSTEM TO INDIVIDUALS OR GROU~S WhO are to attena the 
meeting and to others Who ShoUld know of the meetinc. 

Rei: Journal User GUide (uierguideS,journal-cuide,~ 

3. At the meetinl. a DISPLAY ~ERMINAl, and if possible a projector to project 
the diSPlay, may be USED TO ALLOW PARTICIPANTS TO FOLLOW lri~ AGENDA. AI 
items are discussed THOUGHTS AND RESULTS can be RECORDE~ IN TH~ OUTLINi by a 
~esignated meet1nc .ecretary, allow1nc participants to follow the.e as they 
are recorded, sQ that concensus is assure~. The FINAL V~RSION at the 
conclU81on of the meetin~ can be PRINTED OUT for the pa~tlcipants, A~D 
JOURNALIZED for others ana for the record. 

k. INFORMAL WORKING PAPERS AND REPORTS preparea by one or more workers can be 
INPUT AND JOURNAL1ZED to keep office colleaiues informed 0% developments in 
the work. 
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KXPEHIMENTaL tEVhLQPME~T OF A 
SMALL cChFUT£R-AUUMENT~D I~FORMATION SYSTEM 

Non~cornputer-tased Procedures 

INTELLIGENOE ISSUED IN FORMAL OFFICE REPORTS 

Premisel 

SkI-Awe 31 DEC 73 214)j 
Annual Hepor~ ~o ON~ 

Formal reports must be issUed by the Office at regular intervals, to satisfY 
the terms of contracts and as a product of the research and Qevelopment carried 
on by the Office. 

Procedures: 

1. Drafts of a report or sections of a report are prepaz'~d by the worKers. 
usually in handwritten form. 

2. Experienced typists transcribe the Qra!ts into typewrltt en torm. 

3. The writers mark the typeO drafts w~th emenQations. 

k. The typists r~type the drafts. 

5. An editor marks the drafts for changes. 

6. The typ~st retypes the drafts, as many times as substantla~ chanies are 
made. 

7. The final copy is retyped in a reports preparation group on a speclal 
typewaiter. 

8. The final copy is reproduced in quantityu8ually by a 8~parat~ report8 
preparation group, ana given a cover if desired. 

10. A stock of reproduced copies may be filed for contlnued access ana 
distribution. 

11. ~ach report may be catalcged and subject indexed by the proc~~ures used for 
external reports. 

See: External reports Section 3b2b. 
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EXPE.RINENTAL DEV,h;LOP11ENT OF A 
SMAL~ COMP~T~R-AUGMENXED I~FORMATION SYSTEM 

SHI-ARC 31 DEC 7) 21453 
Annual R~port to O~R 

INTELLIGENCE ISSUED IN FORMAL OFFIC~ REPORTS 

premise. 

(Same). 

procedures: 

1. Draft. Of a report or sections ot a report can be INPUT 8X WORKi~S IN ONLINE 
FILES of their own. OR IN ONE ONLINi FILE WORKED ON JOINT'X AT VARIOUS 
'l'IKES. 

2. If desired, handwritten portion. may be liven to & TYPIST wno MA~ TRANSCRI8E 
IN AN OfFLINE MODE CALLED DEX WHICH IS LATER FED INTO AN ONLINE fILE. 

See: DEX User Guide (userluides,dex-primer,) 

3. WORKERS WILL EMEND THE FILE ONLINE. 

h. (iliminated by 3). 

5. EDITOR CAN EDIT THE FILES ONLINE. ADDING PRINT DIRECTlViS lOR OUTPUT 
PROCESSOR OR DIRECTIVES FOR COM. 

see: (userguides, op-intro. ) 

6. (Elim1nate~ by s). 
7. FINAL COP~ FOR REPRODUCTION CAN BE PRODUC£D B~ THE ONLINE PRINTER OR BY COM. 

8. (same). 

9. (Same). 
Also: Tne tinal ONLINE COP~ CAN B~ JOURNALIZED AND DISTRI~UTED ONLIN£ TO 
THOSE WHO CAN RECEIVE IT ONLINE. 

see: (ullerguiaes, journal-guide,) 

10. (same). 
Also: THE JOURNALIZED COP~ CAN BE ACCESSED ONLINE FO~ READING ANU 
REPRODUCTION AT AN~ TIME. 

11. A coPy ot the report may be cataloled Oy tne procedure. for external 
reports, and the entry ENTERED INTO AN ONLINE aIBLIOGRAPH~. 

See section 3b2. 
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EXPERIMENTAL rtV~luPM~~T Of A 
SMALL COMPUT~R·AUGhENT~D INFOHMATION S~STEM 

S~I-AHC 31 ~EC 73 21A)J 
Annua.l Report to ONk< 

Non"compute:::x· .. taSe(l Procedures 

INTELLIGENCE COM~UNICATED BY CORRESPONDENCE 

Premile: 

All research intelligence contained in corre.pondence generated bY the Office 
and Cleaned from correspondence received bY the Office snoula be capturea and 
processed for retrieval. 

procedures: 

1. Each itep. Of incoming correspondence can be given a number by a central 
secretary. 

2. A coPY of each incoming let~er call be made and given to the addressee. 

]. A copy Of eac~ incoming letter can be cOded for a SUbSet Of d&ta elements 
apPlicable to correspondence (number, date, author, autnor'.s organization, 
topicS, action to be taken). 

4. Originals can be filed bY number. 

5. Any enclosures can be routed to a cataloger to be processed liKe other 
external reports. 

6. The number, d&te, and author Of eacn incoming letter can be posted on cardS 
in a card file arrange~ by names Of author or by authors' organizations. 

7. The number, date, and author Of each ~etter call be posted on cardl in a card 
file Of tOPicS. 

8. Each item Of outgoing correspondence can be given a numcer. 

9. A copy Of each outgoing letter cali be filed by numbel'. 

10. An expendable copy of each outgoin& letter can be coded for a SUbset of 
data elements applicable to correspondence (numoer, date, author, 
recipient's organization, topics). 

11. Number, date, and author can be posted on cardS 1n the f1~e ~~ee 6) Of 
cards bY reCipient's organization. 

12. NUmber, date, author, and recipient's organization can l:)e pOlted in carel 
file (See 7) bY topic. 

13. When desirable, searches can be made in either card fi~e to lOcate the 
nUmbers of letters to be retrieved, and the cited letters reaQ or copied 
from the files of originalS and copies. 
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EXPERIMENTAL rEV~LOPM£NT OF A 
SMALL cOHPUT~R-AUGMEUTED INFORMATION S~STEM 

SRI-A~C 31 DEU 73 2l4>J 
Annual are~ort to bNR 

Computer·base~ proceoures 

INTELLIGENCE COMMUNICA~ED BY CORRESPONDENCE 

Premise: 

(same). 

Proceaures: 

1. (Same). The number shoUld be one from the ONLINE NUM~~R S~S~EM, to be usea 
when the record is journalized. 

2. (same). 

3. (Same). 

See: Correspondence Log System, Appendix A 

b.. (Same). 

S. (Same). 

6. Number, date, author, author's organization, addressee, and so forth, can be 
ENTERED IN AN ONLINE LOG OF CITATIONS. 

7. At the same time, KEYWORDS CAh BE ENTERED for each item. 

·8. EaCh outgoing letter can be TRANSMITTED TO ADDRESSEES ONLINE, usini SNDMSG 
or other online mail. system, AND BE JOURNALIZED in the process. 

Ref: Scenario tor NetworK Journal (22383,) Appendix d 

9. JOURNALIZING WILL CREATE AN ONLINE COPY. 

10. In JOUNNALIZING, a set of DATA ELEMENT FIELDS are indicated, INOLUDINU 
KEYWORD INPUT. 

·11. These ELEMENTS can be ENTERED IN A~ ONLINE FILE OF CITATIONS. 
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iXPERIMENTAL DEV~L0PMb~T OJ A 
SMAL~ COMPUTE~-AUGMENTtD INFUHMATIUN S~STEM 

Skl-ArlC ~l DEC 13 ~1~~3 
Annual Report to ONH 

Non-c~mp~ter-tased procedures 

INTELLIGENCE COMMUNICA~ED BY PHONE 

Premise: 

Information transferreQ bY pilone between Offices is often critical to the 
courle of work in an Office~ and a stanQ&r~ means for record~nl ShOUld be 
crovided. 

proceaures: 

1. Important pOints ana decisions reached during the course of a Phone call 
should be recorded in a memo. 

2. A CO~y of the memo can be filed in a Chronological file, With an accession 
numlJer. 

3. A COpy of the memo can be filed in any project folders it apPlies to. 

~. A copY of the memo can be coded for a sUbse~ of data elements apP4icable to 
it (number, date, time, office member calleQ or calling, outside person 
call~d or calling, outside person',s organization, tOPiCS, acreements, 
actions to be taken). 

S. Data elements trom the memo can be posted on cards ~n a card file by name of 
outside person or his organization. 

6. Data elements trom the memo can be posted on cardS in a card file arranged 
by topics. 

7. Information may be retrieved by accessing tne name 01' topiC files ana notinl 
the wanted numbers, and pulling the memo copies from the number file of 
memos. 
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EXPEHIMENTAl D~V~LUPME~T OF A 
SMALL COMPUTEPwA~GMiN!~D INFORMATION SYSTEM 

SHI-AHC )1 DEC '7) 214,SJ 
Annual Re~ort to ONH 

computer-basea ~roceoures 

INTELLIGENCE COMMUNICATED BY PHONE 

Preptile; 

(Same). 

Procet1urel: 

1. Important points ant1 t1ecisionl reacheC ~uring the courae of a Phone call may 
be RECO~DED ONLINE B~ THE OFFICE WORKER. 

2. This ONLINE RECORD may be kept IN AN ONLIN~ PHONE LOG. 

3,e (Not necessary, see 4). 

4. The online record may be JOURNALIZED, WHICH AUTOMATICALL~ RiCORDS DATA 
ELEMENTS OF DATE, TIME, AUTHOR, NUMBER. DATA ELEMENTS lor tOP1CI, 
ContraCts, persons contacte~, an~ so fortn. CAN BE ENTERED AS KE~WORDS 
during journalization. 

5. (Not necessary, see ~). 

6. (Not necessar)l, see 4). 

7. Information may be retrieved by ACCESSING TkE ONLIN~ RECORD ax CONTENT 
ANALYSIS AND LINKING TO THE FULL MEMO. 
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EXPERIMENTAL r1VhLOF~ENT Of A SHI-nXC 31 ut.:c '13 ~J.ij.'>j 
SMALL COMPU7ER-AUGMENTE~ INFOPMATION S~~TEM Annual aepcirt to o~~ 

Non .. C (, In put e 1' .... t~, sed kJ l" C C e d u res 

INTELLIGENCE GATHERED FROM VISITS ~NU VISITO~S 

Premise: 

Information gathered by Office workers on visits to other organizations, and 
information learned from Visitors to the Office i& often useful to the Office. 
Standard procedures shoUld be devised to capture sUCh information ana make, it 
selectiVelY available. 

procedures: 

1. on returning irom a visit, tne worker can write a trip report. 

2. After entertaining a visitor, &ny interesting information on tne work of the 
visitor, or any sUggest10ns made by the Visitor regarding the Work of the 
Office, can ~e recorded. 

3. SUCh a report can be typed, copied, and distributed to those interested. 

1&.. A copy can be numbered and filed to allow reference though an indeXing 
sys't.lem? 

s. The report can be indexed by the visitor'S name, by organization, ana Oy 
topiC. 

6" Numbers can be posted in the same file used to index corresponllence. 

7. when desirable, searches can be made bY locating the numbers of reports to 
be retrieved, and tne reports can be read or copied" 

2.5 



EXPEHIME~TAL ~EV~LOPMENT Of A SRI-ARC 31 DEC '(J £.L4.sJ 
aMALL COH~UTER-AUGMENTiD INFOHMAIION SYSTEM Annual Hepcirt ~O-O~j 

Cornpu~er-oasea jroceaures 

INTELLIGENCE GATHERED FROM VISITS AND VISITORS 

premilel 

(same). 

procedures: 

1. On returning from a visit (or even auring a Visit trip, i: the Off4ce 
v4sited has online accels) the worker may ENTER ONLIN~ HIS NOtES ON THi 
VISIT. 

Ref: TNLS User Guide (usergui4es, primer,) 

Ref: TELNET Uler GU10e 

Ref: Journal User GUide (userguides,journal-guide,) 

2. After entertaining a Visitor (or during the ViSit, if practical) the worker 
should ~NTER ONLINE ANY INTERESTING INFORMATION RECEIVED from the visitor. 

Ref: See 1 above 

3. The FILi ShOUld be JOURNALIZED and may be DISTkIBUTED to colleaguel. 

4. SUBCOLLECTION AND KEYWORD ENTRIES may be USED to prOVide for retrieval. 
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EXPERIME~TAL rEV~LOPM~NT OF A SRI-AitC 3l DEC '( J ~1.4"J 
SMALL COMPUTER-AUGMENT~D INFORMATION S~STEM Annual Repcirt to O~H 

Non~c~mputer-tas~d procedur~s 

INTELLIGENCE COLLECTED BY THE INDIVIDUAL FOR PERSONAL US£ 

premise: 

The ~ndlviuual in an Office ~ill cOllect miscellaneous oits an~ pieces of 
information in various forms, and will fina it expeaient to group these items 
into files that are unique and personal. Shelf ana drawer .pace will be 
prOVided h.m to store the dOCuments, articles, bOOkS, noteDooks and foldeFs in 
whiCh this information exists. 

procedures: 

1. The ind.vidua~ will accumulate a staCK of books, c11Ppings, letters, notes 
and so forth. unt1l he finds its use unwielay and retriev&l unsuccessful. 

2. The individual will sort the st&CK and reassemble it into fOlders or boxes 
or notebooks in some classes Which appear to fit the accumulat10n and his 
pre8~nt interests. If he repeatedlY cannot locate items he recallS having~ 
and findS he i~ uncertain in Which Of several places he COUld nave filed it, 
he maY try making an index to the collection. If some of the material is 
PUbliShed items he may turn them over to an assista~t to be 1ndexeQ, at 
which time the material is subject to procedures for external documents. 

~. The most common means of indexing is to attach a serial number to each item, 
so that when he calls for that number, he w.ll get that item • 

• h. He will then select terms he expects he would want to retr1eve by, and make 
a l.st or a card file, entering the numbers unQer the appropr1ate terms. 

5. He may fin1 he is using synonyms in his term~creation, ana Itart making 
cross-references, to keep numbers of like SUbject togetner. 

6. He may file tne numbered items by number, for retrieVal. 

7. He l~aY Weed tne cOllect1on periOdicallY, bY examining items under earlY 
nUmbers. 

Note: DiffiCUlties he maY run into inClUde: 

He WIll ~et behind in this effort, and still accumUlate a mass Of 
unlocatable material. 

He wIll want to retrieve by other terms tnan he used, and W1ll not be able 
to recall the terms he used. 

He will Dull a selection of h&rQcopies from his shelf for one purpose ana 
then not know Where an item is When he lOOkS for it cy numDer for another 
purpose, and knowing only the number, will not oe aDle to luesl What he 
might have pUlled it for or Where he might have put it. 

He will want to make a record of some items WhiCh he cannot retain in 
hard~opy, SuCh al borrowed bOOKS or reports, and h~ w1ll tina a number 1s 
an inadequate Clue for retrieV~l. 
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EX PER I .M E N T ~ L I; t. V 1:, LOP r; E N TO!" A 
SMALL COMPUTER-~UGM~NT~D INFOHMA1ICN SiSTEM 

S~I-AkC Jl DEC/J ~14~j 
Annual Hepor~ to·ONR 

Compu~er-Dased ~roceQures 

INIELLIGENUE COLLECTED 51 THE INDIVIDUAL FOR PERSONAL USj 

premise: 

(Same). 

In aad1tion, the Worker is assume~ to have ONLINE MATEHIALS ~hich he Will ~ant 
to keep available tor retrieval. 

procedures: 

1. (Same). In addition, the individual maY COLLECT in nis 1nit1al file some 
ONLINE MESSAG~S AND REFERENCES TO ONLINE IT~MS Which he expects to want to 
refer to. 

2~ (same). In addition, he may ARRANGE HIS ONLINE MATERIAL in some manner he 
feels w1ll facilitate his retrieving it at Will, by MOVING RE1£R~NCES INTO 
DISTINC~ BRANCHES. 

3. Using his initial tile, he may ENTE~ CITAlIUNS as a record for hardcopy 
also. He may COpy CITATIONS PREPARED SY THE CATALOGER for catalog or 
indexes. 

4. He can keep a RET~IEVAL PATTERN to oe used to maKe A CONTENI ANALXSIS SEARCH 
ot his online records by inserting his selectea terms in the pattern. He can 
INSERT SUBJECT TERMS AS STATEMENT ~AMES, to anticipate retr1eval oy 
sta ternent name. 

s. He can PREPARE his own ONLINE THESAURUS, WITH LINKS oet~een terms, A~D LINKS 
TO CITA~IONS OR SANCHES IN HI~ FILE. 

6. (Same). 

7. (Same). In ad~ition, he may WEED HIS ONLINE' RErERENCE~. botn onllne and 
offline items, BY A PERIOLIC SEARCH ~X DAlE OF ITEM O~ OAl~ 01 ENIR~, AND 
D~LETE UNLINE CITATIONS he no longer expecta to need. Also, he may ARCHIVE A 
SET or OLDER REFERENCES. 

Note: The same difficulties may impede the online user as the off~ine user; he 
maY haVe added difficulties, SUCh as: 

AS his file grows larger. content searches may become too slo~ to be 
practical. 

He maY find he must print out his Whole record file in oraer to scan it 
closelY When he doesn't retrieve What he expects to f~na. Sucn printouts 
will have to be recent; an older printout Wl1l not contaln current items. 

Advantages he ~ill gain inClUde: 

For online ~ccuments. he can generate a new nardcoPY When ne can't locate a 
copy he has filed. 

bY content analysis, he can make .se.rches in titles or abstracts tor words 
he did not antiCipate when he filed the items. 

He can COpy citations into new documents he is preparlng, w1thout retyping. 
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DESIGN FOR A CORR~SPONDENC~ LUG FOR AN ONLINE OFFIC~ 

INTRODUCTION 

2259~ 
JBN Decemher 1973 

This docum~nt sets forth the specific provisions and alternative 
provisions of a system designed to make available the research 
information contained 1n correspondence, defined as communication by 
lettpr. The system is a module In a total desiqn for managing 

1 

research information, as would he desirable for a knowledge workshop. la 

In the knowledge worker's relations with his Office co-workers and 
with his colleagues in his d1scipline- or mission-oriented 
Communities, it is desirable for him to be ahle not only to retrieve 
but to reuse and recommunicate information gathered from 
correspondence. This desiqn deals not only ~lth the means by which 
the information in correspondence may be qathered, stored, and
retrieved, but also explores means by which it can be reused and 
redisseminated. lb 

IT~MS AND INFORMATION TO BE HANDLED IN A CORRESPONDENC~ CONTRUL SYSTEM 2 

In a department of 20 or more peoPle carrYing out project work, 
published and unpublished information of many types and torms Is 
received daily. Forms in which tne information arrives are 
typically: 2a 

u.s." Mail 

Official correSPondence from contracting or funding agenCieS 

Personal letters, sometimes with ~nclosures, some of Which are 
pUblications 

Letters to the department, requesting information, reports, or 
action 

Internal Mail 

Memos from parent organization to individual or classes of 
individuals 

Official project-related reports and memos from the parent 
orqanization 

Personal ~emos from individuals 

Routed memos and reports 

One claSS Of mail typically received in a dePartment is not dealt 
with here. Purchase orders and invoices are judged not to contain 
research information and are assumed to be SUbject to a separate 
control system. 2b 

1 



DESIGN F'OR A CORRESPUND~NCf LOG tUR A~ JNLINE OFFIC~ 22593 
JHN December 1973 

flther cl~sses of mail not of principal concern here are reports and 
periodicals received on distribution or by subscription, and 
catalogs, brochures, and meptlng announcements. These items clearly 
bear research information: however, except when they ar'e received as 
enclosures to personal letters, thereby suqaestinq further dialoque 
by correspondence, they are outside the scope of this systpm and are 
covered by a document control system. 2c 

RELATION Uf COFR~S~UNL)ENCE TO OTH~~ II~MS ~EARING kES~ARCH INTELLIGENCE 3 

Research Intor~atlon qleaned from correspondence will be used in 
conjunction with information received from many other sources, so 
that systems of ca~lturing, storing, and retrievinq It should be 
rles1anerl with these uses In mlnd~ and designed in relation to systems 
set up to handle 1nfor~ation fro~ the ~ther sources. A 
correspondence control system ideally should allow the receiver and 
communicator of research information to move freely from records for 
one medium (correspondence) to recorrls of others (telephone di~loque, 
his personal notes, periodicals, reports, etc.) ~ith a common set of 
procedures. 3a 

CHAHACT~RISTICS O~ CORH~SPO~DENC~ 4 

Correspondence prpsents interestinq proble~s in information receipt, 
processing, storaop and retrieval. ~ritten correspondence as a 
mediu~ for research information has several ch~racter1stics .hich 
make it both easjer anrt more difficult to handle than other written 
medi~. The characteristics are: 4a 

No standard refprence, such as the standard references eXistinq 
tor books and journals 

Small volume ot distribution, so that reference Is not meaningful 
to the general public 

~phemeral nature of some items, requiring purqina 

Timp value of content, reaUirinq quiCk handling 

Dialogue nature of content, requiring (1) retrospective referenc~ 
and (2) suspense until process continues 

Unpredictability of receipt 

WorthlessneSs of some items, rpqulrinQ Selectivity 

Relationship of content to enclosures which may have independent 
value 

Informational value of items outside text body, such as sender~s 
title, address, phone number 

2 



DESIGN fOR A CURR~SPONDENCE LOG fOR AN ONLINE OFFICE 22593 
JBN December 1973 

DESIRABL~ F~ATURES Of A CORR~SpnNDENCE CONTROL SYSTEM 5 

From these characteristics, certain desirable features of a 
correspondence control system may be derived. f"eatures desirable for 
a system are: Sa 

Selectivity rules 

Quick recordinq procedureS to aVoid delay in transmission 

Concise, un~mbiquous reference to each item 

Control of original item, for quick retrieVal 

Provision for separating ~nclosures while retaining evidence of 
relationship 

Links between item and any predecessors and successors In dialogue 

Feminder system to insure required or desired responses are made 

Provision tor recording thouahts stimUlated or actions taken as a 
result of the item 

Retrieval by personal and corporate author, by specific subject, 
and by aeneral class or set 

PurQin9 procedures 

Arc h i v i n g pro c e d lJ res 

PHINCIPL~S OF INfORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS AS AppLIED TO CORRFSPl)Nu~NCE 6 

The Dasic principles identified by Holm ("How to Manage Your 
Intor~~tion", by ~art E. Holm, R~lnhold, 1968J as essential for an 
effective information retrieval system applY to handling a 
correspondence data base. A look at these prinCiPles as they relate 
specifically to correspondence is presented here. 6a 

1. Balance input and output eftort. 6b 

The tendency in deSigning a recording system for correspondence Is 
to make a brief loq of date ~nd sender. Too little information 
captured at any input step causes retrieval to be difficult or 
impossible. In an effort at control it is possible to design a 
complex indexinq system which takes more time and effort than some 
items are llkply to be worth and tends to cause delay in 
transmission and to break down under its own weight. EaCh class 
of item handled should be considered at each step to make sure the 
expected retrieval value dnd envisioned retrieval steps are in 
balance with theeftort at that step. In a complex system with 
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many steps it Is also important to deslan input procedures so that 
each element ot inout is handled at the most efficient step. 6bl 

2. Evaluate Single entry and multiple entry ftlps. 6c 

The basic assumption in desiqninq a retrieval system tor reSearch 
intormation In correspondence Is that a Single type of entry, such 
as sender, organization, or single subject is not adequate tor 
retripval for tne many types ot information contained in the fi.le. 
On the other hand, some types of information, such as telephone 
numhers, will need to be retrieved only 1n connection with 
personal names, and an entry point by telephone numher itself Is 
valueless. 6cl 

3. Describe items tully. 6d 

Often a reference wnlch seems adequate when the item is freshly in 
mind 1s found to be inad~qu~te when the context is out-ot-mind. 
To save retrieval ot a bulk of items in order to find an 
appronriate one or tew, enouqh Intorm~tion sMould be captured to 
make specitiC items identifiable. Lacking specifics, the searchp.r 
may be taceM with retrievlnq and reading whole text of several 
letters to t1nd the one that deals with a particular topic. 
Isolated incidents of tnis type will occur, but well-planned 
description will make such etfort the exception. 6dl 

4. Control the vocabulary. 6e 

This principle is the s1nqle biggest pitfall of retr1~val svstems. 
The effort of constructing a controlled vocabulary with 
cross-reterences, and POssibly In thesaurus form, Is difficlllt and 
tlme-consuminQ, and the shortcut of using k~ywords in a free 
vocabulary is often tried. When any item froro a class will be ~s 

satisfactorY as any other, then uncontrolled vocabulary otten will 
serve to brinq the searcher an adequate return. However, when a 
searcher wants a particular letter and searches for it by ttle term 
"packet-switching" wnen it was indexed under "store-ann-forward" 
with no cross-reference to remind him to ask for this term, he 
will fall to find it. Comprehensiveness anrl conslstenc~ in 
indexing are essential. 6el 

5. Know the sUbject. 6t 

It is import~nt that the preParation of the Vocabulary tor 
indexing, the indexing Itself, and the retrieval be dOne ny peOPle 
knowleogeable of the sUbjects covered. Ideally, the user will 
have a hand in all three of these processes. 6£1 
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6. Select appropriate storaae form. 6g 

Various decisions on storage form must be made: 6q1 

Where will the or1qinal items be PhysicallY stored, and hOW 
will they be both accessed and protected? 

Will duplicate files of copies of originals be worth the effort 
of malnta1ninq them, and where will they be stored? 

How will the online referenceS be stored, to make them 
accessible for added input While secure from unauthorized 
changes, accessible to proper users While secure from unwanted 
readers. 

How will the online files be linked to other online information 
files? 

How will online references b~ linked to filed hardcoPY 
originals? 

Will ~ardcopy of indexing tools be useful, and how will such 
hardcopy be kept up-to-date? 

What storaqe forms for the text that will allow retransmission 
are possible and feasible? 

ACTI VI TIE,S If\i H ANDL I NG CORRESPONDENCE 7 

Sortinq out Types of Incoming Mail 7a 

For convenience in describing the handling of mail, it will be 
assumeo that mail addressed to the department and all business 
mail addressed to individuals as well, Is delivered to the 
department secretary. From this miscellaneous flow of receipts 
the secretarY separates the items to be enter~d into the sYstem. 7al 

Letters addressed to indIviduals 7a2 

In the prototype system, all business mail addressed to 
individuals In the department Is assumed to have the potential 
ot containing research information. In a res~arch group, this 
mail constitutes a dialogue between members of a 
oiscipline-oriented Community (the invisible colleqe concept) 
and serves to stimulate research in the same way as do 
technical articles read by the worker. The value of SUCh 
letters may be high, and th~ir capture be important. 

To preserve the privacy of correspondence, the desion allows 
each individual a personal record, with pooling of entries to 
be accomplished at the option of the addressee. Mail to 

5 
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individuals may be opened oy toe secretary and logqed at that 
time or may be d~livered to the indlvl~ual wno will brtnq back 
to the secretary items to be logqed for his file only or coded 
to be availaole in a department file. 

Letters to individuals otten contain enclosures which are 
reports or reprints pUblished elsewh~re, or which have at least 
a separate identity, and are to be related to the letter but 
should be individually logged. 

Letters to the Group, requesttng reports or information 

BecauSe of its project worK, a dePartment receives mdil from 
other IndiViQualS and orQanlzations reauestlna intormaton about 
the work. Sometimes these requests will ~e addressed to 
individuals whose relation to the work is known. Whether 
opened by tne secretary or the individual, these letters may be 
handled as department letters. 

These letters may request specific documents, ask general 
questions answerable with dOClJme~ts, or specific questions 
requiring sreciflc answers. Tne research information in these 
requests js usually very slight, and dny importance may rest in 
the fact that they represent a contact in the Community. 

Citations to these letters, and replies or citations of 
replles, Will he entered into the system. 

7a3 

Official correspondence from contracting or fundinq aaencies 7a4 

Incoming mail of this class includes requests for proPos~ls, 
notice ot acceptance of proposals, reqUirements of contracts, 
and occasionally carries enclosures which are independently 
llseful. Mail of this class requir~s a nrocpdure for follow-up. 

Internal mall 

Wlt~in an orQanlzatlon, transmission of informal notes, of 
formal or~an1zatlonal items and of copies of internal reports, 
and retransniiss i.on of extern-31 documents occurs. Some of these 
jtems ar~ so ephemeral that there will be no nepd to recor~ 
them. Spveral types arp ot great value. Representative types 
w hie h wi 11 be PI] t 1 n tot he s y s t e" a t" ~ : 

Policy documents from the parent or1anlzatlon 

Techn1c~1 reports from related dePartments 

Periodic reports of tne parent organization and of other 
departments 1n the organization 

6 
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All copies of journals received on sUbscriptIon and all reports 
without trftnsmlttal letters are put aside. These will all qO 
to the Person who fUnctions as order Clerk, and dre routed 
through the department librarian for examlnRtion and selection 
of articles and reports to be coded for the document catalog 
and tor items to be brOuqht to the attention of individuals In 
the department. All items of these classes are considered out 
of the scope of the correspondenc@ files. 

Catalogs, meeting announcements, and advertisements 

These are out of the scope of the system, and are sent to the 
librarian tor posting, routing, o! fl1inq. Any person wishinq 
to have an online record made of any of these may make an entry 
in his personal fIle or may request the librarian to make a 
citation in the document cataloQ files. 

7a6 

787 

Purchase orders, invoices, and other equipment and service mail 7aB 

A separate purchase order online record would be set UP in an 
augmented Office. No Plan tor thiS is inCluded here. 

Recording the Correspond~nce in an Online Loo 

.Numbering 

The recording and retrieval system for correspondence employs 
thenumber!nq conventions used in recording online dia.loolle and 
hardcopy documents. A common series of nUmbp.rs is available In 
the ,Journal system and 15 drawn upon for unique serial numbers 
for all types of information captured tor the Office. (Ref: 
Journal lJser Guide (userguldes,journal-guide,S)J. 

for the purposeS of the corresPondence system, a group of . 
numbers are, extracted as "preasSianed numbers". The Journal 
system recorrls these at this time as being assigned to the 
person taking them, and no record is made of the purpose to 
which they will be put. A, number acquires meaning only whet" 
the coding information is entered ~ith it and the record is 
"Journalized". The acts of taking a number and Journalizing 
can be accomplished at the same time, but in practice the two 
operations are usuallY separated, because often it is not 
convenient to complete the record at the moment that a number 
Is desired to provide a reference point for an item. 

TDe number to be assigned to the record of the item is written 
on the item, so that the item and any copies made of it will 
show under what number it is recorded. Reference to the number 
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of the item In subsequent dialogue will t~en ~ake recall of the 
Item~s record possible. 

Codlnq 

On this manual step depends the ~uccess of the whole procedure. 
It is important to capture the essential intormation from ttie 
item so that sUbsequent references to the item by num~er will 
retrieve meaningful information, and so that indexing of the 
item Is possible. 

Data elements (see Section 10 of this report) selected for this 
file arp a subset of those used for cat~loqlng items tor the 
document collection and for online dialoaue in the Journal 
system. 

~nterlng the Citation 

The citation elements may be entered in any tnrmat selected as 
a standard, dependinq on the method of retrieval planned. 
There are two modes of retrieval to be prov1ded tor. 

1. A conciSe citation of the correSPondence item is needed 
tor l~~ediate use bv the recipient in m~kinq notes anrl in 
referrina to it for further dialogue. 

2. A tull citation is needed, to be used 1n runninq indexes 
for retrospective retrieval. 

It 15 convenient at this time to USe the input format ShoWn 
here, because there are proarams to operat~ on this format to 
prepare indexes for Journal items, and these same programs can 
be used to prepare similar indexes tor tnese citations 

(Cnumber) *a1 Writer #1 Writer's jOb title #2 Writer's 
organization #3 Organization address #4 City #5 Zip *b5 
Addressee #1 Addresse's jOb title and so forth for all 
data elements tor Which there IS information after codino. 

However, this format is unsuited to need (1) and therefore tne 
pr1me need is tor files of citations input 1n a paragraph tor 
easy readinq. Such torm~t is equally open to content analysis 
retrieval, and has the advantage that no formattinq programs 
are needect betore they are copied as references. Programs 
could an~ should be «ritten to convert a Citation input in the 
form below to the varioUS formatted indexes. An example of 
such input is: 

8 
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Date: date written Number: Cnumber 
Re: litle 
Action called for: 
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The log will be constructed 1n segments, so that a set of 
updated citations can be issued daily by the secretary, and 
added as an increment to the files which may have been mndified 
by individuals since the last update. 

Accessinq ann tTsing the Log 

Accessing tne Log 

for privacy reasons, the correspondence loq probablY will not 
be entirely open to all readers. In this case, subsets of the 
log should bp made by the secretary tor various individuals and 
classes of readers. 

T~e worker can access his version of the loq to read the 
citations there and to use the~ for further dialoque, as 
in~icated in the following activities. 

Mak'ing Notes 

The correspondence log as seen by the Office worker will be 
open for him to write In his comments and actton he takes in 
response to letters. These will remain in the file and be 
unaffected by UPdAtes. 

Copylnq C1tations 

If the worker keeps personal files, he will be likely to copy 
citations from the log into his files. He may of course 
construct links instead. 

USing for Follow-uP 

An important use for the log is to insure that correspondence 
is answererl ftS called-for. One means to do this is to have the 
secretary check the Action line at intervals to follow up on 
actions indicated. 

7c 

7c1 

1c2 

7c3 

7c4 

Charting the F'low 1n the Correspondence Control System 7d 

BaSed on the foregoing analysis, a corresPondence control system 
has been charted, Explanatory text follows the flow charts, to 
briefly describe the operations charted. 7dl 
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The followina procedures presuppose an interest of the Office in 
keepinq track of all hardcopy correspondence that is received as 
official bUsiness and that Is rece1ve~ by individuals in their 
Oftice capacity. It is adaptable for us~ tn recnrding all 
correspondence received by an individual, in which case the 
oriqinals WOUld go into a separate tile tor the individual, ~nd 
the citations would be placed in an online tile to be accessed oy 
him alone. 

1. Access the online number system and reluest a block of 
preassianed numbers, perhdPs as many as ~ill be needed for a 
week. ~ake an offline record, and check otf as used. 

2. EXamine the letter to assure it is a seParate codable entity. 
It may be d formal contract aoCument, a letter to an individual 
in his Office capacity, a letter from ~nother professional, or 
even a personal interoffice communication from a-colleaqup In 
the same organization. 

3. Examine any ~nclosure to decide Mhether it should be c~ded. 
E~closures Which are siqniflcant documents in themselves Shcl]l~ 

be treat~d as are otner external documents, but linked in the 
data elements of the citation to note their connection to 
correspondpnce. 

4. Assiqn and apply a nU~ber to the letter. 

5. Assiqn ~ numhpr, preferablY dn adjoln1nq numher to the number • 
assigned the accompanVinq letter, and apPlY the nu~ber to the 
enclosure document. 

6. Photocopy the letter in entirpty. 

7. If practical, PhotocoPY the entire enclosure, so that the 
oriQinal can be retained for the Office cOllection. If not 
practical, ptlotocOPy enoUqh to indicate the contents. 

B. Give the copies of letters and documents to the addressee. 

9. AdrlreSSee retains, forWarrlS, or discar1s hiS copies, With the 
knowledqe the origindls have been retalned by tne secret~ry. 

10-11. From t~e original letter, code the data elements applica~le 
to the letter. (See: Data Ele~ents for Correspondence, Section 
10 of this TPport). 

12. Enter the selected information into an ongOing tile. 

17 
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1 3. Ttl i 5 f i 1 e rn d y be ace e s s1 b 1 e by the r e c i pie n t sot t t1 e 
correspon~€nce, tor links to the citations, ~n~ for adQi~q 
comments of th~1r own. 

14-15. File the oriqinal of the letter, by numb~r, in the Office 
tiles, or, filp the correspondence of an individual in ~ 

separate file accessible to him. 

16-17. Code the docu~ent ~ith rldta elements appropriate to 
external documents. 

tB. f.nter the citation In the external. document c~talog wtth 
citations for otner external documents not rel~ted to 
correspondence, adding tne indication of its connection to 
correspondence. 

19. The onllop document cat~loq will contain citations to other 
externally-apner~ted publications. The assumption is that the 
value of the docDment is independent of the accident ot its 
transrri t ta.l. In tact, a copy of the rlOClJment niay have been 
receiverl and catal!")Qed previously, 1n which case the new 
document may be indicated as a second copy an~ the parlier 
n u m b e r use (j • 

2()-22. T~e ~ocument itself may be tiled in the hardcOpy document 
collection, or charoed out to the user witt) an nUT card, or in 
the case of a second copy, nlveo to the original addressee. It 
w 111 b e a rr n t t e r tor 1 0 cal p rae tic e a s tot) 0 W n'l U C t1 con t r 0 1 i s 
maintained over documents that are ~ctu~lly the property of the 
original address~e. 

18 
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This process is desiqned to control written m~terial that is 
issued within the parent organization for its own people, and that 
Is expected to be needed for refere~ce for interr~l dialoque. 

1. Use t~e Same block of preassigned numbers obtained for Process 
A. 

2. ~xamine memos, manaqement reports, policy documents, d"d all 
oth~r types of written communications received in the Office 
from the parent organization or other Offices In it. Some will 
be seen to be ephemeral and not worth recordlnQ. iJthers will 
be intended tor the Uttice rnanaqement only. oth.ers '11111 be of 
interest to several of the Uffice workers. Local practice will 
determine application at procedures. 

3. Assiqn number to each such communication of more than ephemeral 
interest. 

4. Determin~ Whether thp commJnication Is tc be routerl and if it 
is to t)f~ posted. 

5. Make photocony or cocies as indicated by 4. 

6-7. Corle the orloinal with apPlicaole data elements. 

8-9. Enter the citation into Office online correspondence TPcord 
fjles, including information of routin1 if anv. 

10~ file or1ainal in Office hardcopy flIes. 

11-12. Route cOPies as desirable. 

13. Copies may be disposed of as desired by'recipients. 

14-16. Post copy if this action Is indicated, and discard when 
out-of-oiite. 

19 
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Some externallv·vroduced documents will be r@c~1ved as Office md11, 
rather than in response to orders or on automatic distribution. 
These may be addressed to the Office director or simply to the 
Office. They difter from these latter two cases in that ~iscretion 
is needed in eJectino to brina them to the attention of the 11rector 
or other Office menlber anrl whether to aCknowledae receipt to the 

9 

sender. 9a 

1. If the docu~ent is addressed to an individual, ~tt~ch the address 
1 a h e 1 tot h e doc tl men t. " Non U '0 b e r i s t 0 b e ass i q n P ('I a t t his s t n q e 
to a document received "t the utfice. Yt"l 

2. Send a card of dcknoWledqement if thiS Seems appropriate. forward 
to the Cataloqer, with note to route to addressee if it is assumed 
arldressee would wish to see it. qc 

20 
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Thes~ data elements are a SUbset of those des-ioned tor cataloqjnq all 
lntormation items (1 0 9]7,) includinq Journal Items and external 
documents. 

For outgoing letters, the elements will be picKed up bY cataloqina 
programs from the onlinP files. for incomin1 hardcopy letters, a 
coder will select the relevant information from the copy used in 
codjnq. 

Number: 

From: 

Number should be input 1n tMe for~ (Cxxxxx). This 
functions as the statement nam~. 

*al Author 
**1 jOb title 
#2 corporate affiliation 
#3 suboraanizdtion, if ~ny 
#4 street ~ddress 
#5 cjty, state, zip 

To: *b5 Addressee 
#1 job tJtle 
#2 corporat~ affiliation 

etc. 
Me: *cl Title [or supplied title in hrackets]. 

All incoming letters or memos not carryinq a title 
will have a bracketed title suppltp~ by the coder. 
All outgoina letters and ~emos should conta1n one 
supplierl by the writer. 

Rec"d: *<.11 Datp. item was received 

Dated: *d? Dat~ carried on item 

Encl: *n6 DOCUfllents accompanying thi. 5 let ter or memo 

Abstract: *yl Got essential, but a pl~ce for notinl information of 
interest from or about the co~munlcation. ~or 
outqoln~ ~emos this field will he Plcke~ up trorr the 
Comments field. 

Keywords: *y3 Keywords, preferably selecteri from an authority list. 

21 
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SCENARIO FOR PRODUCING SUHJECT BI8LIOGRAPHIES 
Jeanne North with the aid o~ Dean Meyer 

6 August 1973 

Introduct ion 

A very use£ul capability 01 NLS i9 Its appl~catlon to the production 
o~ listings o~ references on a given subJect~ Using various NLS 
processes, a list o£ citations on one subject can be extracted from a 
large data base of cItations on various subjects. An ordered list can 
be produced £rora a ti3t in sOl1le other order or wIthout order. Print 
directives can be added which wilt ~ormat the output £or Improved 
legibi Ii ty. 

This is a rigid scenario giving only an indIcatIon o£ the rich 
capabilities o~ NLS In the prod~ction o£ in£ormation tools. Its 
Intent is to dIrect the novice to a use£ut product without 'lettIng 
him be overwhelmed by the options actuatty available. The interested 
and more experienced user i3 re1erred to the Content Analyzer Primer 
(userguides, LI0-contentanalyzer,1), the TNLS User Guide 
(userguldes,tnls-beginner3,O) ~nd ~he Output Processor User Guide 
(userguides,op-lntro.NLS,). 

PreparatIon o£ the Data Base 

The data base is any list of citatIons prepared ~y the user. These 
citations may be In any £oraat. Examples o~ £ormats are: 

Schroeder, Michael D.; and Jerome H~ Saltzer. A HardWare 
Architecture £or Implenenting Protection RIngs. CommunIcat1ons of 
the' ACM, vote 15, no. 3, March 1972. p.157-170. 

Keywords: Co.pater Access; Privacy; 

Reddy, D. Raj; Lee D~ Brman; and Richard B. Neely. A Model and a 
System ~or Machine Recognition o£ Speech. ARPA Network SUR Group, 
SUR Note 44. 5 September 1972. 26p. 

Keywords: HEARSAY; 

B'rlckson, Garwood Elliott. An A.udio Response User InformatIon 
System. Dartmouth'College, Thayer School o~ Engineering; Hanover, 
N.H. June 1970. 87p. 

The ~ppea~ance of the £inished bibliography witl be improved by the 
adoption of a uniform bibliographic ~ormat £or input, because the 
indivIduaL citations are not restruc~ured by the processes. In the 
examples above, the keyword Infor;nation Is inserted at the end o£the 
stateMent by a carriage return and 9 spaces, to ~acltltate reading. 

These cl "tations are ·to be inpu.t as top-level statements in a null 
~ile created for -the purpose. New citations may be added at any time 
by loading the ~lte and entering statements at the beginning of the 
ri le. 
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At though ~11es can be of auch tar.ger size, 1 t Is good prae"tice to 
limit ~ile size to 1000 state.ents or tess because o£ "the space 
consumed by partial copies and updated copies, and because aiL stages 
of processing Are simpler with smaller £lte9. A data base may consist 
o£ a number of fites which aay be searched in separate operatl~ns and 
the results £rOM each accum~lat~d In a new ~ite as described in this 
Be enal"io. 

Selecting a Search Pattern 

The pattern to be searched for witl usually be a single term and 
often be a single word. For the examples above, search patterns might 
be: 

[ "Reddy"] 
[tlAudi9 Response"] 
[ nSUR :Notett ] 

[ II Dar tmou -th" 1 
["Computer Access"] 
[ "SUR"] AND ("Reddy"] 

Note that the brackets and quotes are parts o~ the pattern and are to 
be -typed in. 

Creat Ing a PILe :for the Resul ting Blbllography 

Assuming that "the product o£ the search Is to be a·bibliography atl 
o:f whose .items match the 3earch requirement, a 111e should be created 
to contain this bIbliography. Once created, a £11e may be used to 
accumulate the contentg·of Later sea~cheB 1-£ this is desired. For 
purposes 01 this scenario aasume the creation o£ a. file named SPEECH. 
<eR indl~ates a carrIage return. [ ] indica"tes system response, with 
the exception o£ use In patterns, as above): 

[*1 N[ull File F:] SPEECH CR 

Recovering From a Mistake 

In the steps that :folLow. i~ an ineorrec~ command or other error 
makes It desIrable to abort the effort, the ~ollowing command witl 
restore the £lle presently loaded to Its-condition at the last 
upda~e. 

[*] E[xeeute] U[nlock File <USER>SPBECH.NLS;2) CR [Really?] CR 
[Yes] 
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Load the source ,£11e o~ reierences, called DATABASE In ~he example 
below. Type the materiaL outside the brackets (except In the ca.se o£ 
~he pat~ernt in which the bracke~B ARE typed in). Substitute the 
desired pattern £.or ["Audio Response"] and substItute the name 0'£ the 
empty nutl £11e ~or SPEECK, inserting it with the comma and 
p~renthese8 wnich make it a link. 

[*1 L[oad] F[lle F:] DATABASE CR 

[*] G[o~o] P[rograBS] C[ontent Analyzer type In?] Y[es] 

[T:] ["Audio Response"] CR (Type ~he bracke~s) 

(CompilIng User Program] 

[*] E[xecute] A[sslmlLate S~ructure] P[tex] 

[to A:] (SPEECII,) CR 

(:from A:] CR 

[L: ]. CR 

[viewspecs V:] 1 OR 

[ *] v[ i ew specs] C[ hange] 

[V:] J CR 

{ *] U[ pd.a t e] F[ i 1. e ] CR 

To demonstrate ~ha~ the iteas are setec~ed, it is possible. but not 
necessary, to print o~t tbe results. In th~ command below, viewspec x 
wilt print only the ~lr3t lines of items; vlewspec w will print ~he 
whole ~lte: 

[*] P[rint] S[rancb A:] CR 

[V: ] x CR 
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Sor~ing the File 

I~ the source ~lte is in blbllogr&phic ~orm. wIth the author's last 
name as the first word of e~cb item, the £0110w10g procedure wItt 
sort the output file alph~bet~calty by author: 

[*] G[o~o] S[ort] P(le~ ~t A:].1 CR 

[ok?] CR 

To de.onstrate that the itess have been sor~edt it Is possIble, but 
not necessary, to print o~t the results. In the command below, 
viewspec x will print only the. :first tines o:f ~tems;vlewspec w wIll 
print ~he Whole ~ile: 

[*J p[ r.lnt] B[ ranch. A:] .0 CR 

[V:] x CR 

Printing a Bibliography 

A bIbliography in a standa.rd form wIth hanging indentIon can be 
produced by adding· Output ProcessBr Directives. In statement 0, after 
the semicolon, insert ~rint directions: 

[*1 I[nsert] T[ext a~ter A:] .0) 

"[T:] ~Hl="(any title yo~ lIke) 
• YBS=l; .PN=O; • IRest=5; • PBS; 

[*] U[pdate] P[lle] CR 

When ready ~o print, give co •• and: 

[*] L[oad) F[lle] SPEECH CR 

CR 

.SplIt; (name and/or date)"; 
CR 

[*] O[utput) D(evlce] r[e~etype Go?] CR 
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~et~ork users maY send ~ail to individuals and to croups, input as 
messa~es or ~nt~re files, through the Network Journal, using SNDMSG or 
their site's ~ail sy~tern. The mail is convertect at NIC into NLS files, 
Journalized, and sent to specified recipients. Short messages may be 
received as messa~es, longpr one! as citations to files whicn may oe 
retrieveu immediately, and also later, bY US1n~ FTP. Mail sent to NIe 
wi til a 'I I" in the user-na·me .fielu invokes the Net Journal. 

SENDING THE ME~SAGE OW FILE UY TE~EX SNDMSG 

Construct user field with sla5h and NIC idents: 

{Users:] sender 1dent/addressee 1aent(s)~NIC 

e • ~. " J E'W IV He hAP I~.N Ie" • To sen d t. (") a. g r 0 UP.. use g r 0 1.1 pia e n t • e • g • 
II J f, '(~ IN L G @N Ie" • 'r 0 corn bin e J 0 urn a 1 S N D H S li wit h S N D 1'1 S G too t n e r s , ,8, d a 
o the r s' Net 't-.f 0 r.k add res s e s aft ~ reo m mas.. e. ir.. " J E \.tl/ D H C@N Ie, 
PRATT@ISI". 
5ee ARPANET Directory for NIC idents and NetworK addresses. 

[~) SNDHSG <eft) 
[Type ? for help] 
IUsers:} JE~/NGG (SF) DHC@N1C" PRATT~ISI (CH) 
[Subject:} Title of Message (CR) 
[Messa~e (1 for help):J Text ot message ••• 

Note: fB allOWS insertion of a seQuential file as the message or 
at any point in th~ text of the message: 
f8 ((Insert filp:}j (directorY)file (ALT) [ext ••• EOF)} 

<tZ> 
'jpw/n~R dhcdnic -- ok] (or ( -- queued -- timed-out}) 
ipr4tt@is~ -- ok] 

~hen using SNDMSG tnrou~h fELNEr, change TELNET eBca~e character, to 
tQ for example, allowin~ tZ to bp used for end-of-message. 

kETRIEVING ThE FILE FROM NETWORK JOURNAL 

SUb~tltute tne citation received, for example "(GJOURNAL)21oj5", for 
"<.;ournal)numbcr" and supply a filena.me in tnefollow1ng: 

[@.) t'TP <eR) 
[HOST FTP User process x.xx.x] 
[*} CONN <SF) NrC (OR) 
{ Connection opened] 
[*< OFFICE-l FTP Server x.xx.x - at DAY DATE TIME} 
[*} LOG <SP) ANONYMOUS <SP) ~rc <OR) 
[*] GET <SP) (journal)number.NLS;xnls (CR) 
[ to local file] filename <CR) [New file] (OR) 
L( IMAGE retrieve of <journal>number.NLS; started} 
f( transfer completed] 
[*] DISC <CR) 
{*] QUIT (CR) 

{@] COP (ALT) {(File list)] file (ALT) {<TO)} LPT: (CR) {OK} <C~) 
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SENDING A MESSAGt dY T~LNET, FT?, 0R OTHER MAIL 5~ST~M 

7ELNET oy T~NEX Users: 

{(W.) 'J:'ELNE..T (CH) 
[User Telnet x.x DATE •••• l 
[#} NIC <~p> FTP (OR) (is comp~ete.#) 
[300 OFFICE-l FTF Server x.xx.x • at DAY uATE TIM~J 
MAIL (SF) JEW/QWW (SP) DBC (CR) (pause) 
[350 Type mail, ended by a line wit.h only a 1I."l 
Re: Titl@ of Message (CR) 
First line of message (CR) 
second line of messa~e (C~> ••• etc. 
• <OR) (pa,use) 
[256 Mail completed succesSfullyJ 
<tZ) 
[if} Drt»C (CR) 
(#) ~UIT <CR) 

FTF by TENEX Users: 

[~] FTP <CH) 
[HOST FTP User orocess x.xx.xJ 
[*} CONN <SP) NrC <OR) 
( Connection ooened) 
(*< OFFICE-l FTP Server x.xx.x - at DAY DATE TIME) 
[*J QUO (AtT) ~AIL (SP) JEW/DHC RWW <~R) 
[*) (pa.use) [Type ma.il, enrjed t'y a line with only a "." J 
l*) QUO (AtT) He: Title of ~essage (C~> 
[*) QUO (AtT) First line of message (eN> 
(*J QUO <AtT) second line of messaKe <CR) ••• etc. 
[*J QUO (ALT) • <CR) (pause) 
l*< Mail completed successfully] 
[*} DISC <OR) 
l*} ~UIT (CR) 

Using Other Mail Systems: 

It is not possible to give a ~ener~liz~Q scenario for use Wl~h all 
local mail systems. 

The general procedure J to be applied to tne local mail sy~tem, 1S 
to sUPpl~': 

"NIC" as tl1e nost name, and 

Sender's NIC ident I Addressee's NlC ident as user name 

See RFe 543, NIC 17777J for more detail on Network Journal. 


